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A Quantitative and Qualitative Analysis of the Use of Sex in Advertising in 
American and British Women’s Magazines 
From scantily clad models to innuendos and double entendres, “sex” in 
advertising takes many forms (Reichert, 2003b), and it is used to sell just about 
everything from “alcoholic beverages and perfumes to automobiles, industrial 
equipment and food products” (Lass & Hart, 2004, p.608). Sex has been used in 
American advertisements since the 1800s, and it has become increasingly explicit 
over the decades (Sivulka, 2003).  
Using sex in advertising has proven to be a successful selling technique. 
Sexually explicit material can influence purchasing behavior by eliciting a 
vicarious sensual encounter, which results in positive feelings toward the ad and 
the brand, as long as the material is not overly explicit and offensive to the 
consumer (LaTour & Henthorne, 2003). But, the use of sex in advertising also 
affects society’s view of sexuality because it reinforces a sexually active and 
promiscuous lifestyle that lacks a sense of intimacy and romantic connection 
(Kilbourne, 2003).  
Sex and decency in advertising is an international issue, and different 
nations hold different standards of what is acceptable (Boddewyn, 1991). Cross-
cultural research is a vital tool for advertisers and advertising agencies because it 
gives them a greater understanding of how to operate in the global marketplace 
(Katz & Lee, 1992).  
Many multinational advertisers are interested in reducing costs by using a 
“standardized” advertising approach, where a single advertising campaign is 
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translated into different languages for different nations (Frith & Wesson, 1991). 
The ability to use a standardized advertising approach varies with the level of 
cultural similarity between markets. Great Britain has been rated as having the 
most similar culture to the United States outside of North America, but few 
researchers have compared the advertising practices in the two countries (Caillat 
& Mueller, 1996). Katz and Lee (1992) argue, “if standardized advertising is to 
succeed anywhere, it must be in these two places” (p. 70).  
Since advertising reflects social trends and overall media content, the level 
of sex in advertising is similar to the level of sex in other related media (Reichert 
& Carpenter, 2004). The extent of nudity and sexual behavior on British network 
television exceeds that of the United States (Norton, 2004; “End ‘near,’” 2003; 
McGovern, 2003). This study explores whether there is more nudity and sexual 
behavior in British advertising, as well, by examining advertisements in the US 
and UK editions of Cosmopolitan, Elle, Glamour, and Marie Claire. 
London advertising agencies are pushing the boundaries of public taste by 
using more implicit forms of sex in advertising, such as innuendos and double 
entendres, rather than explicit forms, such as nudity or sexual actions (Matthews, 
2000). By comparing the advertisements in the eight editions of the magazines 
above, this study examines whether British advertisements use more sexually 
attractive models, sexual referents (such as innuendos), or sexual embeds (such as 
symbolism of genitalia), to portray sexual messages. 
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Literature Review 
What is “Sex” in Advertising? 
Reichert (2003b) defines sex in advertising as “any representation that 
portrays or implies sexual interest, behavior or motivation” (p. 13). He classifies 
sexual appeals into five categories: nudity, sexual behavior, physical 
attractiveness, sexual referents and sexual embeds. Nudity, an obvious form of 
sex in advertising, also includes the image of a model in tight-fitting or revealing 
clothing. Sexual behavior includes individual behavior or interpersonal 
interaction. Flirting, eye contact, nonverbal body language, hugging, kissing, and 
more intimate sexual acts are included in the sexual behavior category (Reichert, 
2003b). Although a physically attractive model does not always yield a sexual 
response, Reichert (2003b) classifies physical attractiveness as a form of sex 
because it is an integral part of interpersonal and sexual attraction.  
The model isn’t the only aspect of an advertisement that can be sexual; the 
copy, the images, and the setting also play a role in conveying a sexual message. 
Sexual referents, such as double entendres and allusions to sexual activity, are 
forms of sex in advertising, as well. Sexual embeds, which are subliminal 
messages perceived subconsciously by the viewer, are a controversial category of 
sex in advertising, according to Reichert (2003b).  
There are two types of sexual embeds. One form is sexual symbolism of 
genitalia (Reichert, 2003b). For instance, an image of a tilted or exploding bottle 
can be considered a phallic symbol because of the bottle’s shape and because the 
exploding liquid resembles an ejaculation (Hicks, 2003). The second type of 
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sexual embed is the use of hidden sexual words in advertisements. The word 
“SEX” can often be perceived in images, as if someone lightly airbrushed this 
word over the image during the finishing stages of production (Reichert, 2003b). 
Most researchers, including Reichert, doubt that media professionals intentionally 
use embeds, but there are some researchers who firmly believe that professionals 
use embeds to stimulate consumer interest on a subconscious level and induce 
product consumption (Reichert, 2003b). 
Sex as a Spectacle 
Reichert (2003b) claims that sex is used in advertisements to grab 
attention and also to attribute sex-related benefits to the user of the product 
through product consumption. Products are depicted as improving the sexual 
attractiveness of the consumer, increasing the consumer’s engagement in sexual 
behavior, acquiring more enjoyment in sexual behavior, or making the consumer 
feel sexier by improving his or her “sex-esteem” (Reichert, 2003b, p. 30). These 
products are sold with the unspoken pitch: “Buy this product, use as directed, and 
this could be you!” (Reichert, 2003b, p. 30). 
 Brooke (2003) believes that sex in advertising draws our attention because 
it is a spectacle. When faced with two ads, one that uses a sexual appeal and one 
that does not, people would be drawn to the sexual image. When consumers are 
faced with two sexual messages, the more explicit message wins their attention. 
But, the more that people are exposed to a spectacle, the less the spectacle affects 
them. They become desensitized to the image, and the image no longer grabs their 
attention because it has lost its shock value. This could account for the increase in 
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sexual explicitness in the media over the years (Brooke, 2003). Images 
continuously push the edge of acceptability to get attention, and what was 
unthinkable one decade becomes commonplace in the next (Domowicz, 2000).  
Erotic Appeals in the Early 20
th
 Century  
American advertisements have been using pretty girls to sell products 
since the 1800s (Sivulka, 2003). In the latter half of the nineteenth century, 
tobacco manufacturers differentiated their brands through images of beautiful 
women in revealing poses. These images were mostly “illustrations of women 
with partially exposed breasts or the alluring draping of clothing that compelled 
the viewer’s mind to complete the disrobing” (see Figure 2.1) (Reichert, 2003a, p. 
49).  
During the late 1800s and early 1900s, women wore full length, high-neck 
dresses, and ankles and legs were considered sexy (Sivulka, 2003). Exploiting this 
sexual belief, an 1898 Duke Cigarette advertisement featured an illustration of a 
woman in a high-collared dress that came just below the knee, showing off her 
ankles and thin calves (see Figure 2.2) (Domowicz, 2000).  
In the early 1900s, a campaign for Woodbury’s Facial Soap used a sexual 
advertising campaign and increased soap sales from $515,000 in 1915 to $2.58 
million in 1920. These ads pictured a man adoringly holding a woman’s hand and 
contained the tagline “The Skin You Love to Touch” (see Figure 2.3). The copy 
addressed “the social disadvantages of a bad complexion” (Sivulka, 2003, p. 44) 
and also presented the social benefits of a good complexion: finding romance 
(Sivulka, 2003). The advertisements provided women with instructions for how to 
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wash and care for their faces, but these instructions were embedded in a strong 
emotional appeal (Reichert, 2003a). The campaign was so successful because it 
addressed the basic human interest in sexual relations and also the psychological 
fear of being alone (Sivulka, 2003).  
In the 1930s, nudity entered advertising. Nude ads (see Figure 2.4) were 
placed in women’s magazines, such as Good Housekeeping and Ladies Home 
Journal, which makes it seem as if the nude female body no longer shocked or 
offended women at this time (Sivulka, 2003).  
In 1943, an April Showers Talc advertisement featured a photograph of a 
topless woman with the copy box just barely covering her nipples. The ad advised 
women to use the fragrant talc to attract men, and the nude image implied that sex 
could result from using the powder (Reichert, 2003a).  
In 1947, Springs Mills launched its sex-tinged advertising campaign 
designed to sell sheets, pillowcases and innerwear. The advertisements in the 
campaign contained images of pretty girls with partially exposed underwear (see 
Figure 2.5). The vague headlines in the ads intrigued consumers enough to read 
the copy, which revealed a humorous double entendre. These advertisements were 
extremely successful, and sales of sheets increased every year from 1947 to 1959. 
Elliot Springs, president of Springs Mills, was often credited with mainstreaming 
the humorous use of sex in advertising (Reichert, 2003a).  
Recent Changes in American Society and Advertisements 
In the 1960s, American culture was heating up sexually. With the 
introduction of “The Pill” and the age of “free love,” the general public was 
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confronted with sexuality like never before. As a result, sexual images became 
more visible and sexual innuendos became more prevalent from the 1960s to the 
mid 1970s (Reichert, 2003a). In 1966, a Noxzema shaving cream commercial 
pictured a Scandinavian beauty telling men to “Take it off. Take it all off” 
(Reichert, 2003a, p. 155). She was referring to the stubble on their faces 
(Reichert, 2003a).  
At the same time, the feminist movement was on the rise, and women no 
longer accepted their fate as homemakers. They had received an equal education, 
and they were ready, willing, and able to work. The Virginia Slims “You’ve come 
a long way, Baby” campaign was hugely successful because it tapped into this 
feminist trend and contrasted the traditional images of women as homemakers 
with images of women in more professional situations. Similarly, the campaign 
for Revlon’s fragrance “Charlie” showed women in business suits pursuing male-
oriented activities (see Figure 2.6) (Sivulka, 2003).  
The 1980s emerged with the age of the power suit. Advertisements 
showed “Superwoman” images that addressed maintaining control in the 
workplace and at home (Sivulka, 2003). But, these progressive changes in 
women’s images were accompanied by an increase in the sexual explicitness of 
advertisements. In the 1980s, Calvin Klein’s Obsession ads overtly displayed men 
and women in sexual acts (see Figure 2.7) (Domowicz, 2000).  
Sex in advertising had previously referred to the exploitation of women. 
However, in the 1990s, men appeared in advertisements completely naked, but 
strategically posed. For example, a 1999 Jockey advertisement exemplified the 
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exploitation of the male body. This ad showed men in firefighter hats, boots, and 
unbuttoned coats with their pants around their ankles, displaying their Jockey 
underwear and their muscular stomachs, chests, arms and thighs (see Figure 2.8) 
(Domowicz, 2000). This depiction of men was far from the traditional male stare 
that signaled in-your-face masculinity (Stern, 2003). 
In recent years, mainstream advertisers have begun to place homoerotic 
images in the gay press. In 1999, Anheuser-Busch ran an advertisement in gay 
media that showed two men holding hands. The caption read, “Be Yourself and 
Make It a Bud Light” (see Figure 2.9). Homoerotic images are seeping into 
mainstream media, as well. In a 2001 issue of The New York Times monthly 
magazine The Fashion of the Times, a Prada advertisement showed two women 
facing each other lying together in a hammock with their legs spread wide (Hicks, 
2003). All of these images demonstrate how society’s acceptance of sexually 
explicit material has changed over the decades (Domowicz, 2000). 
Has the Exploitation of Women Changed? 
Did the rise of “superwoman” images in the 1980s decrease the sexual 
exploitation of women in advertising? Kang (1997) conducted a study to 
determine whether the depiction of women in advertisements had changed over 
time. She conducted a quantitative analysis of 252 ads from 1979 and compared 
her results with 252 ads from 1991. She examined these ads for relative size, 
feminine touch, function ranking, ritualization of subordination, and licensed 
withdrawal, as Goffman (1979) did in his book Gendered Advertisements.  
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Relative size implied social weight, power, or authority. Men were usually 
depicted as larger than females or standing over females. However, in domestic 
scenarios, the woman appeared larger or was shown looking over the man’s 
shoulder (Goffman, 1979). 
The feminine touch referred to the way in which women held objects in 
advertisements. Their fingers often caressed or barely touched the object, as 
opposed to firmly grasping the item. This implied an air of delicacy in the 
woman’s image. Self-touching by women demonstrated how delicate the female 
body was (Goffman, 1979). 
Function ranking referred to the person who held the executive role in the 
advertising scene. For example, men were pictured as doctors and women as 
nurses. In non-occupational scenes, men were seen as more active than women. 
For example, in one advertisement, a couple was pictured on a sailboat. The male 
was adjusting the sail while the woman gazed out across the sea. This trend was 
reversed when the scene took place inside the home: the woman was actively 
cooking or cleaning while the man was reading the newspaper (Goffman, 1979). 
The ritualization of subordination referred to the lowering of oneself 
physically. When a man stood with his head held high, it was a symbol of pride 
and superiority. Women were often pictured lying on floors or in beds, which 
showed their subordination and their sexual availability. Men were frequently 
pictured standing over them, putting the man in a position of control. Also 
included in this category was “the bashful knee bend,” which was when a model 
slightly bent one knee and slouched the upper body. Women usually assumed this 
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pose in advertisements, and it made them appear as if they were childish, passive 
and inferior. This was in opposition to a man’s stiff and rigid stance, which gave 
him an air of power and authority (Goffman, 1979). 
Goffman’s (1979) final category was licensed withdrawal. Women, more 
so than men, were pictured gazing off in the distance, which made them seem as 
if they were psychologically removed from the scene. They were not involved in 
direct communication with others in the picture, and their presence became 
unimportant (Goffman, 1979). 
Kang (1997) added the categories of body display and independence/self-
assertiveness to her study. Body display was defined as the use of nudity, 
including models clothed in translucent lingerie or in towels, or the use of 
revealing clothing, such as mini-skirts, shirts which exposed cleavage, “short”-
shorts, see-through clothes, or bathing suits. Kang judged the overall message of 
the ad to determine the degree of independence/self-assertiveness. She examined 
possible stereotypes and the subtle representation of gendered relationships in the 
advertisement to determine if the models were pictured as independent and self-
assertive women (Kang, 1997). 
Overall, the extent of sexism in magazine advertisements from 1979 to 
1991 remained the same (Kang, 1997). Men were still depicted as taller than 
women, although Kang notes that the height difference was not very large. There 
was no significant difference in the pervasiveness of “the feminine touch.” There 
were fewer instances of males instructing females in 1991, but there was no 
significant difference in the depictions of women serving men. The ritualization 
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of subordination was just as prominent in 1991 as it was in 1979. There were 
more instances of licensed withdrawal (head or eye gaze aversion) in 1991 than 
there were in 1979 (Kang, 1997).  
Regarding body display, Kang found more images of women in “sexy” 
dress or nude in 1991 than in 1979. She found no significant difference between 
the two samples in the category of independence/self-assertiveness (Kang, 1997).  
In a more recent content analysis, Reichert and Carpenter (2004) 
examined the use of nudity and sexual behavior in magazine advertisements from 
1993 to 2003. They found that an increased number of sexualized images of 
women in 2003 compared to 1993 (Reichert & Carpenter, 2004). 
Few changes have been made in the depictions of women in advertising. 
Women continue to be portrayed as inferior to men (Kang, 1997), and there are 
more sexualized images of women in advertisements (Reichert & Carpenter, 
2004). The social implications of these images can be very damaging to women. 
“If the media molds expectations, opinions, and attitudes, then the audience of 
these ads may accept the way women are depicted as reality” (Kang, 1997). Kang 
(1997) would like to see more images of women depicted as confident, intelligent, 
and authoritative figures instead of passive and submissive sex objects. 
Kilbourne (2000) also found grave differences in the portrayals of men 
and women in advertising. Advertisements literally turned women into objects, as 
demonstrated in a beer campaign in which a woman’s body was morphed into a 
beer bottle. In addition, women of color were often pictured in exotic, animal 
print clothing, insinuating that they were wild animals and thus, less than human. 
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Kilbourne (2000) acknowledged that there was an increase in the exploitation of 
the male body in advertisements, but she noted that the copy was not similar and 
was not as demeaning as when the female body was objectified. 
Picturing women as objects or animals dehumanizes them. And, when 
people are dehumanized, it is easier to commit violence against them. Thus, 
advertisements are supporting an aggressive lifestyle (Kilbourne, 2000). 
Kilbourne (2000) argues that society needs to realize the damaging effects that 
these images have on women. People need to fight for a change in society’s view 
of women in order to bring about a change in advertising’s depiction of women 
(Kilbourne, 2000). 
Effects of Erotic Appeals on Consumer Behavior 
LaTour and Henthorne (2003) studied the effects of nudity on consumer 
responses. A consumer’s arousal in response to an advertisement was classified 
into two categories: general activation, which signifies energy, and high 
activation, which signifies tension (LaTour & Henthorne, 2003). “Excessive 
tension from sexual appeals is undesirable whereas high energy is desirable” 
(LaTour & Henthorne, 2003, p. 94).  
 LaTour and Henthorne (2003) showed images of nude and semi-nude 
models to participants in the study. They found that participants in the group that 
saw nude images showed higher levels of tension, which negatively influenced 
their attitude toward the advertisement and the brand. Participants that saw the 
semi-nude images showed less tension and higher general activation energy, 
which resulted in more positive attitudes toward the ad and the brand. 
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 LaTour and Henthorne (2003) also examined the consumer’s view of the 
ethicality of the erotic appeal. Their previous research established a causal 
relationship “between ethical dimensions and attitude toward the ad, as well as, 
subsequent intentions to purchase the featured product” (LaTour & Henthorne, 
2003, p. 94). If a consumer does not morally approve of an advertisement, 
negative brand associations and low purchase intentions result (LaTour & 
Henthorne, 2003). 
 LaTour and Henthorne’s (2003) study found that a highly sexual theme in 
a print ad was not well received, and that a mildly sexual ad was viewed as more 
ethically “correct.”1 Both men and women voiced serious ethical concerns 
regarding the use of erotic appeals. Although American society seems to influence 
men to be more accepting of nudity and sex in advertising, LaTour and Henthorne 
(2003) found that men “do appear to have underlying problems or issues with 
gratuitous sexual images in advertising” (p. 99). The perceived lack of ethicality 
associated with the use of high levels of eroticism in the advertisements 
corresponded to negative feelings about the ad and the brand.  
Women with a raised sense of feminist consciousness commented on 
negative female role portrayals in the advertisements. These women held a more 
negative image of the advertiser and had more intention to boycott product usage. 
                                                 
1 LaTour and Henthorne (2003) mention two philosophies that are used to judge ethical material. 
The teleological philosophy examines the consequences of the ethical decision. The action or 
behavior is considered ethical if it produces the greatest amount of good versus evil in comparison 
with the alternatives. In the deontological philosophy, the behavior itself is judged for its morality; 
the consequences aren’t considered. In general, people take both of these philosophies into 
consideration when determining ethicality (LaTour and Henthorne, 2003). 
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LaTour and Henthorne (2003) suggest that advertisers consider the consequences 
of these negative views of erotic appeals when designing their advertisements. 
Effects of Erotic Appeals on Society 
There has been considerable debate as to whether advertising simply 
reflects society or shapes it (Katz and Lee, 1992). Kilbourne (2003) argues that 
sexual images in the media define what is sexy, and also, who is sexy. According 
to current images, sexually attractive women are young, thin, made up, depilated, 
and carefully groomed and polished. Men are taught to search for women that 
meet all of these characteristics, and they feel disappointed when they fail 
(Kilbourne, 2003). According to Kilbourne (2003), the idea that “sexiness and sex 
appeal come from without rather than from within is one of advertising’s most 
dangerous messages” (p. 175).  
The erotic appeals in advertisements promote a sex life of consumption 
rather than connection. “Sex in advertising is about a constant state of desire and 
arousal – never about intimacy or fidelity or commitment” (Kilbourne, 2003, p. 
174). Advertising overemphasizes the importance of sex in life and 
underemphasizes the importance of such issues as friendship and loyalty 
(Kilbourne, 2003).  
Advertising alone does not cause sexual disconnection, but it does 
influence it by objectifying women’s bodies and making it difficult for women to 
feel comfortable in their own skin. A woman cannot feel sexy if she is constantly 
thinking that her thighs are too big or her breasts are too small. Advertising 
promotes a society where disconnection is popularized and praised since sex is 
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portrayed as a superficial act instead of an emotional bond (Kilbourne, 2003). All 
these sexual images leave us “sexually numb and out of touch with our own 
desires” (Kilbourne, 2003, p. 179). 
Sex in Advertising in Foreign Nations 
Sex and decency in advertising is an international issue. Various clauses 
on decency, taste, and social responsibility are found in advertising self-regulatory 
codes around the world (Boddewyn, 1991). The International Chamber of 
Commerce’s International Code of Advertising states, “advertising should be 
decent ... prepared with a due sense of social responsibility...[and] not be such as 
to impair public confidence in advertising” (as cited in Boddewyn, 1991, p. 25).  
Standards vary among nations, and religion is a crucial aspect in defining 
and sanctioning sex and decency in advertising. Muslim countries tend to frown 
upon all body displays and direct and indirect sexual references. Similar Christian 
standards apply in conservative nations such as Ireland, Mexico, and the 
Philippines (Boddewyn, 1991). 
In Norway, objections to sex in advertising are not related to issues of 
decency or modesty, but rather to the “dignity of the sexes,” (as cited in 
Boddewyn, 1991, p. 27), which may refer to issues of respect for the male and 
female body. As a Norwegian government position paper states, “an ad depicting 
a naked woman, with her breasts and sexual organs blackened out, might well be 
acceptable from the point of view of modesty, but remain offensive to the dignity 
of the sexes” (as cited in Boddewyn, 1991, p. 27).  
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Lass and Hart (2004) conducted a study on the perception of sexual 
imagery in alcohol advertising in the United Kingdom, Germany, and Italy. The 
study concluded that the Italian participants had a higher acceptance level for the 
sexual images than the German and the British participants. Italian women found 
the sexual appeal in one advertisement to be “rather boring” (Lass & Hart, 2004, 
p. 616), when British women found the same advertisement to be “offensive”, 
“cheap”, “vulgar”, and “exploitive” (Lass & Hart, 2004, p. 615). German women 
seemed more indifferent about the sexual explicitness in this ad than the British 
women (Lass & Hart, 2004).  
The Germans seemed to be accustomed to viewing the types of sexual 
images displayed in the advertisements in Lass and Hart’s study (2004). Sexually 
explicit imagery may be less shocking to Germans, who are used to seeing public 
nudity on beaches, in parks and on television. The British participants seemed less 
accepting and less comfortable with the use of sexual appeals in alcohol 
advertising (Lass & Hart, 2004). 
Lorrette Nettar, communications director of Bartle Bogle Hegarty 
advertising agency in London, would agree that Great Britain is less accepting of 
the explicit sexuality common in advertisements in other European nations. The 
Advertising Standards Authority, which regulates press and poster advertisements 
in the United Kingdom, receives approximately 3,000 complaints per year 
concerning taste and decency (Matthews, 2000). Nettar states, “unsubtle sexual 
portrayals inevitably land [advertising agencies] in hot water with the regulators, 
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as well as, with many female members of the public who find too much female 
nudity offensive” (as quoted in Matthews, 2000, ¶ 24).  
Likewise, the United States is concerned with the amount and level of sex 
in advertising. In an International Advertising Association survey, the United 
States considered the use of “tasteless/indecent ads” to be a major issue 
(Boddewyn, 1991). After September 11, 2001, media-watch organizations have 
shown an increased sensitivity to gratuitous sexual content, and these groups are 
pressuring media executives to limit the explicitness of sexual content (Reichert 
& Carpenter, 2004).  
National statistics on the issue of sex and decency are scarce and difficult 
to compare cross-culturally due to a lack of reference points. Advertising 
regulatory bodies track consumer complaints, but some consumers may be 
offended by an advertisement and not know how to formally register a complaint 
with their national committee. Committee reports may be biased by the 
composition of their membership, and objective reports are often uncertain of the 
goals of the study, so progress is difficult to measure (Boddewyn, 1991). To 
attempt to partially fill the research gap on sex in advertising, this study compares 
the use of sex in advertising cross-culturally by analyzing full-page 
advertisements, spreads, and gatefolds in American and British editions of 
women’s magazines. 
Why Compare the United States and Great Britain? 
Many multinational advertisers are interested in using a “standardized” 
advertising approach, where a single advertising campaign is translated into 
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different languages for different nations. By using this approach, advertisers could 
reduce costs, simplify strategy planning, have greater control over content, and 
have a unified brand image across countries (Frith & Wesson, 1991). 
Globalization has been hailed as the new wave in the advertising and marketing 
business. (Caillat & Mueller, 1996).  
Levitt, a firm believer in the standardized approach, believes that the 
world’s needs and desires have become increasingly similar, and regional, 
national, and international differences have diminished. Therefore, consumers 
would be satisfied with similar products, and advertisers could sell these products 
with similar messages (as cited in Caillat & Meuller, 1996).  
Critics of the standardized approach argue that effective advertising 
should be tailored to a country’s cultural norms and values. They assert, “by 
attempting to treat the world as one homogeneous market, global advertisers are 
imposing their own alien cultural values on their audience” (Frith & Wesson, 
1991, p. 216). Although people’s basic needs and desires may be the same around 
the world, they satisfy these needs and desires differently based on their cultural 
beliefs (Caillat & Mueller, 1996).  
Advertising has been positioned as one of the hardest elements of the 
marketing mix to standardize (Caillat & Meuller, 1996) because advertising uses 
cultural values to induce common feelings among the consumers it is designed to 
reach (Katz and Lee, 1992). Standardization varies with the level of cultural 
similarity between markets. Great Britain has been rated as having the most 
similar culture to the United States outside of North America, but few researchers 
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have compared the advertising practices in the two countries (Caillat & Mueller, 
1996). Katz and Lee (1992) argue, “if standardized advertising is to succeed 
anywhere, it must be in these two places” (p. 70).  
Both the United States and Great Britain are highly developed, 
industrialized, and modern societies. The marketing of goods and services has 
reached a fairly advanced state, and advertising as a percent of gross national 
product is about 2 percent in both countries (Katz & Lee, 1992). “Both nations 
have sophisticated advertising industries and worldwide reputations for producing 
creative and effective advertisements” (Katz & Lee, 1992, p. 70). But, Lannon 
and Cooper argue, “advertising carries its culture with it” (as cited in Nevett, 
1992, p. 65), and the cultural differences between these two countries are often 
overlooked since they share the same language and an intertwined history (Caillat, 
& Mueller, 1996).  
Americans watching British television commercials must be aware of the 
difference in the British approach to television advertising (Nevett, 1992). Indeed, 
studies have shown significant differences between American and British 
advertising, particularly in the amount of information carried in commercials, the 
creative approaches employed, and the use of humor (Weinberger & Spotts, 
1989a, 1989b). These findings are consistent with surveys of consumer opinions 
on television advertising. American commercials seem more informative, while 
British commercials seem more entertaining. British commercials tend to employ 
a soft sell technique, while American commercials tend to use a hard sell 
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technique, and more British commercials use humor than American commercials 
(Nevett, 1992). 
Caillat and Meuller (1996) studied the cultural values present in American 
and British beer television commercials, and they found significant differences 
between American and British advertising. American beer commercials 
perpetuated American cultural values of achievement, modernity/newness, and 
individualism/independence, and British beer commercials perpetuated British 
cultural values of tradition/history and eccentricity.  
Few studies have compared the use of sex in American and British 
women’s magazine advertisements. This study attempts to fill the research gap by 
analyzing US and UK editions of Cosmopolitan, Elle, Glamour, and Marie Claire 
both quantitatively and qualitatively 
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 Theory and Hypotheses  
Sex in British Media 
 “Advertising reflects social trends, as well as overall media content” 
(Reichert & Carpenter, 2004, p. 826). The level of sex in advertising will vary 
accordingly with the level of sex in other related media (Reichert & Carpenter, 
2004). For example, research has shown that when the level of sexual content in 
television programming increased from the mid-1960s to the early-1990s, more 
sexually explicit material appeared in advertising (as cited in Reichert & 
Carpenter, 2004).  
The United Kingdom is markedly different than the United States in the 
extent of nudity portrayed on network television, since “nudity on US network 
television is unheard of” (Devaney, 2004, ¶ 14). For instance, “The Graham 
Norton Show” was a talk show program that aired on Fridays at 10:30 p.m. on 
Channel 4, one of the five basic channels on British television. On February 24, 
2004, the host, Graham Norton, conducted a game called “Find the Real 
Scotsman.” The basics of the game were similar to “musical chairs,” but the 
elimination of contestants was much different than in this childhood game. Male 
contestants from the audience walked in a circle around the perimeter of a small 
stage while music was playing. When the music stopped, the contestants stopped. 
But, the contestants were wearing kilts, and there was an air-grate on the stage. 
Air was released through the grate when the music stopped, and the kilt of the 
man standing over the grate was blown into the air. If the contestant was wearing 
undergarments under his kilt, he was eliminated from the game. The winner was 
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the man wearing no undergarments, and full-frontal male nudity was uncensored 
(Norton, 2004).  
More sexual behavior is tolerated on British network television than on 
American network television, as well. For example, “Sex and the City,” an HBO 
original series, was known internationally for its candid sexual attitude (“End 
‘near,’” 2003). In the UK, this popular hit series aired weekly on the network 
station, Channel 4. Because of its sexual content, “Sex and the City” was only 
shown on the premium channel, HBO, in the United States, until TBS, a basic 
cable channel, acquired the syndication rights. The creators knew that the series 
was considered too racy for basic cable in the US, and they filmed alternate 
scenes from different angles to prepare the episodes for syndication (McGovern, 
2003).  
Since more explicit nudity and sexual behavior is tolerated in British 
network television than in American network television, the researcher 
hypothesized that British advertising may use more sexually explicit material, as 
well. This study tests the following hypotheses: 
H1. Advertisements in the UK editions of Cosmopolitan, Elle, Glamour, 
and Marie Claire will contain more nudity than advertisements in the US editions 
of the magazines. 
H2. Advertisements in the UK editions of Cosmopolitan, Elle, Glamour, 
and Marie Claire will contain more sexual behavior than advertisements in the 
US editions of the magazines. 
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New Trends in British Advertising 
London advertising agencies are actively pushing the boundaries of public 
taste. However, they are cautious of breaking the British Code of Advertising 
Practice’s fundamental rule that an advertisement should not cause “grave or 
widespread offense.” As a result, agencies are shying away from showing too 
much nudity or extremely graphic portrayals of sexuality. Instead, they are using 
more subtle forms of sex in advertising, such as bizarre humor and innuendo 
(Matthews, 2000).  
Sex in advertising is not limited to explicit sexual behaviors and nudity. 
Sexually attractive models, sexual referents, and sexual embeds are also 
considered forms of sex in advertising (Reichert, 2003b). Since Matthews (2000) 
hinted that Great Britain was using more implicit rather than explicit forms of sex 
in advertising, this study tested the following hypotheses: 
H3a. Advertisements in the UK editions of Cosmopolitan, Elle, Glamour, 
and Marie Claire will portray stronger sexual appeals than advertisements in the 
US editions of the magazines because of their use of sexually attractive models. 
H3b. Advertisements in the UK editions of Cosmopolitan, Elle, Glamour, 
and Marie Claire will portray stronger sexual appeals than advertisements in the 
US editions of the magazines because of their use of sexual referents. 
H3c. Advertisements in the UK editions of Cosmopolitan, Elle, Glamour, 
and Marie Claire will portray stronger sexual appeals than advertisements in the 
US editions of the magazines because of their use of sexual embeds. 
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Sample and Methodology 
Sample 
 This study compared the use of sex in American and British 
advertisements in women’s magazines. The sample was limited to women’s 
magazines to ensure that the advertisements compared were intended for a similar 
target market in different cultures (see Table 4.1). Women’s magazines were 
chosen because of the researcher’s interest in the effect that sexually explicit 
material could have on a woman’s self-image and on society’s image of the ideal 
woman, as noted by Kang (1997) and Kilbourne (2000 & 2003). The study was 
performed on editions of Cosmopolitan, Elle, Glamour, and Marie Claire. These 
magazines were chosen because they are top-selling women’s magazines in both 
the United States and Great Britain (see Table 4.2 and Table 4.3) (“Average 
Circulation,” 2003; Gardner, 2003). 
The same monthly editions of the US and UK magazines were used to 
reduce the chance of bias. The February 2004 editions of Elle and Marie Claire 
were used, and the March 2004 editions of Cosmopolitan and Glamour were used. 
These editions were readily available to the researcher while traveling abroad and 
to a research assistant in the United States. The editorial content in the US and 
UK editions of the magazines was not identical, but both editions contained 
articles about relationships, sex, health, fitness, and fashion. 
Content Analysis 
All full-page advertisements, spreads and gatefolds in all eight editions 
were coded for their use of sexual appeals based on the degree of nudity and 
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sexual behavior present. The product category and the brand in the advertisement 
were coded. A total of 576 advertisements were coded and analyzed. 
Definition of Constructs 
An advertisement was defined as a persuasive and paid communication of 
information about a product, a service, or an idea by an identified sponsor through 
a vehicle of mass media (Schultz & Barnes, 1995).  
A product category was defined as the general name for a grouping of 
products that serve a similar purpose or perform a similar function or service.  
A brand was defined as a name, term, sign, symbol, or design, or a 
combination of them, intended to identify the goods or services of one seller or 
group of sellers and to differentiate them from those of competitors (Schultz & 
Barnes, 1995). 
Nudity was defined as a revealing display of the body, ranging from tight-
fitting clothing, to underwear and lingerie, to nudity (Reichert, 2003b).  
Sexual behavior was defined as individual and interpersonal sexual 
behavior, including eye contact, nonverbal body language, touching, hugging, 
kissing, and more intimate displays of sexual behavior (Reichert, 2003b). 
Reichert (2003b) considered physical attractiveness, sexual referents, and 
sexual embeds as forms of sex in advertising. This study did not examine these 
variables in the content analysis because of the subjectivity in quantifying degrees 
of physical attractiveness, sexual referents, and sexual embeds. These variables 
were analyzed qualitatively, and a qualitative portion of this study is discussed in 
detail later in this chapter.  
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Coding  
All advertisements were coded on a six-point ordinal scale for each 
variable, with one being the least sexually explicit and six being the most sexually 
explicit (see Table 4.4 and Table 4.5). These scales were adaptations of the four-
level ordinal scale used by Soley and Kurzbard (as cited in Reichert, 2003b).  
Each advertisement was assigned two numerical scores: one score for 
nudity and one score for sexual behavior. If an advertisement contained elements 
of more than one code for the same variable, the highest possible coding number 
was assigned. For example, if a couple were holding hands in an advertisement, 
the ad would be coded with a four for sexual behavior. If the couple in an 
advertisement were kissing and holding hands, the advertisement would receive a 
code of five for sexual behavior.  
Reliability  
To test the objectivity of the rating scales, a reliability test (see Appendix 
A) was conducted with 10 percent of the sample, the minimum percentage 
suggested by Wimmer and Dominick (as cited in Riffe, Lacy, & Fico, 1998). 
Fifty-eight advertisements were chosen at random from the eight magazines. Two 
judges coded the advertisements independently for the degree of nudity and 
sexual behavior present. The researcher was one coder, and a female member of 
the community with no formal advertising training was chosen as the second 
coder to reduce the chance of bias. The intercoder reliability for nudity was 93 
percent and for sexual behavior was 88 percent. In both cases, the intercoder 
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reliability was above the minimum level of 80 percent, as suggested by Riffe, 
Lacy, and Fico (1998).  
When the coding values differed, the researcher and the second coder 
debated their reasoning for choosing a code and came to a consensus on a final 
coding value. The definitions of the coding variables were clarified to reflect the 
results of these discussions. The advertisements used in the reliability test were 
recoded to reflect the new scales and were included in the study. 
Analysis of Data  
All full-page advertisements, spreads, and gatefolds in each magazine 
received one score for nudity and one score for sexual behavior. An analysis of 
variance (ANOVA) was used to test for a significant difference between the mean 
for the nudity codes for the US advertisements and the mean for the nudity codes 
for the UK advertisements. ANOVA was also used to test for a significant 
difference between the mean for the sexual behavior codes for US advertisements 
and the mean for the sexual behavior codes for the UK advertisements.  
Qualitative Analysis 
Because of the nature of quantitative studies, certain contextual variables, 
which may greatly affect research findings, may be difficult to categorize or 
measure. Qualitative research can incorporate these contextual variables (Guba & 
Lincoln, 2004) and provide a holistic interpretation of the data (Hesse-Biber & 
Leavy, 2004). 
Although nudity and sexual behavior are strong indicators of the degree of 
sexually explicit material in advertisements, there are some instances where nude 
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models are not sexually appealing, and where fully clothed models are (Reichert, 
2003b). The coding scheme fails to account for headlines with sexual meanings, 
for models who are physically attractive but not dressed in revealing clothing, or 
for settings, such as bedrooms, which have a sexual connotation (Reichert & 
Carpenter, 2004). For these reasons, the researcher conducted a qualitative 
analysis of advertisements to determine if factors other than nudity and sexual 
behavior contributed to the sexual message of the advertisement.  
This study examined the use of sexual attractiveness, sexual referents, and 
sexual embeds in the American and British advertisements. During the content 
analysis, the researcher noted advertisements in which the erotic appeal was 
enhanced by these variables, and the effect that the sexually attractive model, 
sexual referent, or sexual embed had on the sexual message in the advertisement. 
A comparison was made between the use of the variables in the US magazines 
and the use of the variables in the UK magazines. A sample of the advertisements 
appears in the Results section. 
Definition of Constructs 
Sexual Attractiveness. Physical attractiveness is an integral part of 
interpersonal reaction and an important ingredient in representations of sex in 
advertising. But, not all attractive models elicit a sexual response (Reichert, 
2003b). For this reason, the researcher analyzed only those ads whose models 
exhibited sexual attractiveness, not just physical attractiveness. Sexual 
attractiveness was defined as the general level of a model’s beauty and 
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appearance, incorporating facial beauty, complexion, hair, and physique 
(Reichert, 2003b). 
Sexual Referents. Images and words that subtly refer to sex or that trigger 
sexual thoughts can be considered forms of sex in advertising. The setting of the 
advertisement (if it takes place in a bedroom or an exotic location, for example) 
can enhance the sexual message portrayed. This study defined sexual referents as 
allusions and references to objects and events that have sexual meaning by use of 
double entendre or innuendo, which includes facilitating factors that enhance or 
contribute to sexual meaning, such as setting and lighting (Reichert, 2003b). 
Sexual Embeds. Words such as “SEX” and small images of genitalia, body 
parts, and people, which are airbrushed into the advertisement during the finishing 
stages of production, are included in definitions of sexual embeds (Reichert, 
2003b). However, the researcher did not include these elements in her definition 
of sexual embeds because they cannot be seen by the naked eye, and many 
researchers and advertising professionals doubt that media professionals 
intentionally add these elements to an image (Reichert, 2003b). In this study, the 
definition of sexual embeds was based on Reichert’s definition (2003b). Sexual 
embeds were defined as nonsexual objects that symbolically represent sexual 
body parts or sexual actions. 
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Results 
Nudity 
The mean rating for nudity for the 268 advertisements contained in US 
editions of Cosmopolitan, Elle, Glamour, and Marie Claire was 2.35. The mean 
rating for nudity for the 308 advertisements contained in UK editions of 
Cosmopolitan, Elle, Glamour and Marie Claire was 2.53 (F=2.99, p=0.085) (see 
Table 5.1 and Appendix B). The difference between means was not considered 
significant. H1 was not supported. The amount of nudity in advertisements in UK 
editions of Cosmopolitan, Elle, Glamour, and Marie Claire was not significantly 
greater than the amount of nudity in US editions of the magazines. 
Sexual Behavior 
 The mean rating for sexual behavior in the 268 advertisements in US 
editions of Cosmopolitan, Elle, Glamour, and Marie Claire was 2.29. The mean 
rating for sexual behavior for the 308 advertisements in UK editions of 
Cosmopolitan, Elle, Glamour, and Marie Claire was 2.33 (F=0.171, p=0.679) 
(see Table 5.2 and Appendix C). The difference between means was not 
considered significant. H2 was not supported. The amount of sexual behavior in 
UK editions of Cosmopolitan, Elle, Glamour, and Marie Claire was not 
significantly greater than the amount of sexual behavior in US editions of the 
magazines. 
Sexual Attractiveness 
By using actresses and models that are commonly thought of as sex 
symbols, an advertisement’s sexual message is enhanced by the celebrity’s sexual 
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attractiveness. In a L’Oreal advertisement placed in the US edition of Glamour, 
Heather Locklear is seated on a set of steps. Her back is arched, her chest is 
sticking out, her legs are open, and she has a sly smile on her face (see Figure 
5.1). If an unknown model was used in this advertisement, the sexual message 
would not be as strong. Locklear’s presence and her reputation as a “sexpot” add 
to the erotic appeal of this advertisement. 
By using a model that appears to be disheveled from sex, an advertisement 
enhances its erotic appeal. A Bed Head advertisement in the UK edition of 
Cosmopolitan features a model in disarray. Her hair is a mess and her shirt 
appears to be torn. But, she is wearing heavy eye makeup, she has a sexy look on 
her face, and her shirt looks more like something she would wear out to a bar 
rather than to bed (see Figure 5.2). Since she appears to be wearing her makeup 
and clothes from the night before, the advertisement implies that she did not 
spend the night in her own bed. With this image, the tagline “How to Get the 
Look,” implies “How to Get the Just-Had-Sex Look,” and not “How to Get the 
Just-Rolled-Out-of-Bed Look.”  
Both the American and British advertisements used sexually attractive 
models to enhance their sexual messages, and this study found no evidence that 
the use of sexually attractive models in British advertisements was different than 
the use of sexually attractive models in American advertisements. Therefore, H3a 
was not supported. Advertisements in the UK editions of Cosmopolitan, Elle, 
Glamour, and Marie Claire did not portray stronger sexual appeals than 
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advertisements in the US editions of the magazines because of their use of 
sexually attractive models. 
Sexual Referents 
Images and words were used most often as sexual referents in the 
American and British advertisements. Factors such as setting and lighting were 
used to a lesser degree, and mostly enhanced the sexual attractiveness of the 
model or strengthened the implicit sexual messages portrayed in the words and 
images.  
This study found that British advertisements used more sexual referents 
than American advertisements, and the language in the British advertisements was 
more risqué, as well. American advertisements contained more subtle references 
to sexual behavior. H3b was supported. Advertisements in the UK editions of 
Cosmopolitan, Elle, Glamour, and Marie Claire portrayed stronger sexual appeals 
than advertisements in the US editions of the magazines because of their use of 
sexual referents. 
American Advertisements. An Herbal Essences advertisement shows the 
face of a female model with hair sweeping over her eyes. The headline of the ad 
reads, “Dare to Streak,” and the tagline reads, “The Highlights of a Totally 
Organic Experience” (see Figure 5.3). The headline implies promiscuous 
behavior, and the tagline reinforces the sexual appeal. 
In a Thermo-Infusion diet pill advertisement, the headline reads, “Feeling 
Satisfied?” and the ad features a scantily clad couple resting on a couch. The 
woman is lying on her back and her head is resting on the man’s leg (see Figure 
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5.4). The intimate positioning of the models combined with the sexual 
connotation of the headline makes it appear as if the couple has just had sex. 
A Skyy vodka advertisement uses imagery, setting, and lighting to convey 
a sexual message (see Figure 5.5). The headline, “Drink Dirty Martinis, not Dirty 
Vodka,” does not have a sexual connotation and no people are pictured in the 
advertisement. But, the dark lighting, the lipstick on the martini glass and the 
watch, the tie and the cuff links on the table lead one to believe that a couple is 
engaging in intimate behavior. 
British Advertisements. In a Travel Scrabble advertisement, the words 
“Service Me” are written on the Scrabble board, while a young woman leans over 
the hood of her car and looks seductively at the male mechanic, who is leaning 
over the other side of the car. “Magnetic Attraction” is the headline of the 
advertisement, and “Make words make points” is the tagline (see Figure 5.6). The 
headline conveys a subtle sexual message, but the straight-forward, sexual 
message on the Scrabble board combines with the headline and tagline to create a 
strong erotic appeal. 
A Lambrini wine advertisement pictures three women laughing heartily 
and holding glasses of wine. The headline reads, “He wanted us to get a pet. But 
I’ve already got a Rabbit” (see Figure 5.7). This headline seems innocent if the 
reader does not know that “a Rabbit” refers to a vibrator. When the reader realizes 
this, the sexual reference to masturbation is blatant.  
In a Fujifilm advertisement, a woman is standing behind dressing room 
doors. She is taking off her shirt, and the only item of visible clothing left on her 
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body is her bra. Men’s clothing is draped over the dressing room doors, and two 
pairs of legs are visible on the underside of the doors: one pair of male legs and 
one pair of female legs. The tagline reads, “Fujifilm for whatever POPS your 
shutter” (see Figure 5.8). The image implies that a couple is partaking in 
promiscuous behavior behind the dressing room doors. The tagline becomes a 
double entendre with a strong erotic appeal to sexual behavior when it is 
combined with the image in this advertisement.  
In an iVillage.co.uk advertisement, the headline reads, “How do you tell 
him you’re not satisfied?” The headline occupies about 75 percent of the page, 
and a picture of a cocktail shrimp is the only image in this ad (see Figure 5.9). 
The large headline combined with the image of the shrimp makes a powerful 
reference to poor male sexual performance. 
Sexual Embeds  
Using objects to symbolize sexual body parts enhances the sexual message 
of an advertisement. Since common objects such as bottles and high heels can be 
considered phallic symbols, sexual embeds can be read into almost any 
advertisement. However, in this study, sexual connotation was not implied where 
it was not particularly obvious. This study concluded that British advertisements 
used sexual embeds more often than American advertisements. H3c was 
supported. Advertisements in the UK editions of Cosmopolitan, Elle, Glamour, 
and Marie Claire portrayed stronger sexual appeals than advertisements in US 
editions of the magazines because of their use of sexual embeds. Advertisements 
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for Diesel, Yves Saint Laurent, and Cavalli, which all appeared in the UK edition 
of Glamour, supported this result.  
All of the models in the Diesel advertisement are partaking in sexual 
behavior through the use of embeds. The large red flower in the foreground 
symbolizes a vagina, and the male model appears to be giving oral sex. The 
female model wearing sunglasses in the center of the ad is holding a large cactus, 
which symbolizes a phallus, between her legs and appears as if she is about to 
perform a sexual act. The male model next to her is kissing and caressing a 
cactus, which symbolizes a female breast. The woman in the foreground and the 
man and women in the trees are straddling giant leaves or trees as if they were 
having sex with humans (see Figure 5.10). 
In the advertisement for Yves Saint Laurent, the young woman is naked 
and lying on a bed. She is holding a telephone and has a euphoric expression on 
her face as if she is being pleasured. The phone is a phallic symbol. The way in 
which the model is caressing the phone, combined with her open mouth and 
visible tongue, make it seem as if she is about to perform oral sex (see Figure 
5.11).  
The Cavalli advertisement is a two page spread. On the left-hand page, a 
male model is lying on a bed holding a sword. The sword is a phallic symbol 
because of its placement directly over the man’s lap and because of the angle at 
which it appears. On the right-hand page, a woman is lying next to the man on the 
bed. The man is holding the sword under her chin, but the woman does not look 
afraid. Instead, she is looking away from the man and appears disinterested. 
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Carrying the sexual connotation of the sword from the left-hand page into the 
right-hand page of the advertisement, it appears as though the man is not 
threatening the woman with a sword, but rather, he is trying to seduce her. 
Because of her disinterested facial expression, the male model may be forcing 
himself on her (see Figure 5.12). 
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Discussion and Conclusion 
Although there were not significant differences in the use of nudity or 
sexual behavior in US and UK advertisements on a quantitative level, a statistical 
analysis “does not by itself give an indication of the degree of practical difference 
between groups” (Matsumoto & Juang, 2004, p. 42). In the content analysis, only 
British advertisements received the highest possible rating of six for nudity and 
for sexual behavior; no American advertisements received a rating of six for 
either variable2. In some British ads, women were shown completely nude, but 
strategically posed (see Figure 6.1), or were shown wearing see-through shirts 
that fully exposed their breasts and nipples (see Figure 6.2). Couples appeared to 
be having intercourse in some UK advertisements (see Figure 6.3).  
More than three times as many British advertisements received ratings of 
five for nudity as American advertisements3. All advertisements coded with a five 
contained partial nudity, but the type of nudity varied. Both American and British 
ads showed a bare midriff and hip, with a strategically placed product covering 
the lower pelvic area (see Figure 6.4). But, British advertisements contained 
topless women with barely covered breasts (see Figure 6.5).  
In addition to the more explicit depictions of nudity and sexual behavior, 
the British advertisements portrayed more implicit sexual messages through the 
use of sexual referents and sexual embeds. Because of these factors, Americans 
may think that British advertisements portray more sexual messages. Sex is used 
                                                 
2 Eight UK advertisements received a six for nudity; four UK advertisements received a six for 
sexual behavior. No US advertisements received a six for either category. 
3 Twenty UK advertisements received a five for nudity; six US advertisements received a five for 
nudity. Sixteen US advertisements and sixteen UK advertisements received a five for sexual 
behavior. 
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in advertising to grab a consumer’s attention (Reichert, 2003b), and these explicit 
or implicit sexual messages remain in consumers’ minds because of their shock 
value. Americans may be especially shocked by the sexual messages in British 
advertisements because they are not accustomed to seeing these messages in the 
media.  
As LaTour and Henthorne (2003) report, American consumers are 
impacted by the intensity of the sexual messages. Sex is a powerful selling 
technique as long as the sexual material does not offend consumers (LaTour & 
Henthorne, 2003). Multinational companies who want to utilize the standardized 
advertising approach to maintain a uniform brand image should exercise caution 
when using sexual appeals. Using the same risqué advertisement in Great Britain 
and in the United States may alienate American consumers who find the erotic 
appeal to be offensive.  
Contribution to the Social Community 
This study is relevant to both American and British societies because large 
audiences are exposed to the material in these magazines. American and British 
citizens who travel abroad may be shocked when viewing the international 
editions of these popular magazines because they may contain material that the 
citizens are not accustomed to seeing in their national editions. This may affect 
consumers’ attitudes toward the magazine brands. A brand is supposed to be a 
mark of consistency, but the sexual messages found in the various editions of the 
magazine brands are not entirely consistent. 
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Contribution to the Academic Community 
To the academic community, this study attempted to fill the research gap 
related to the differences in the use of erotic appeals in magazine advertising 
internationally. This study may spark interest in examining and comparing the use 
of sexual appeals in magazine advertisements in other European countries or in 
South America, where more open attitudes toward sex are held (Sivulka, 2003). 
The effects that different levels of sexual exposure have on different societies and 
the cultural values underlying the acceptance of more or less explicit images may 
be studied, as well.  
Contribution to the Professional Community 
On the professional level, this study proved the importance of having 
knowledge of different standards of acceptability of sexually explicit material. 
Cross-cultural research is a vital tool for advertisers and advertising agencies 
because it gives them a greater understanding of how to operate in the global 
marketplace (Katz & Lee, 1992). Advertisers and agencies may inadvertently 
overlook the cultural differences between the United States and Great Britain 
because these countries have an intertwined history and share a common 
language. But, this study showed that these two similar nations exhibit different 
quantities and degrees of sexually explicit material. In order to produce the most 
effective campaigns, global or multinational advertisers must acknowledge the 
cultural differences in these two countries and realize that advertisements may be 
acceptable in one country but considered distasteful in the other.  
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Limitations  
This study is limited by the amount and type of magazines analyzed. Only 
eight editions of women’s magazines were examined. More extensive studies 
could involve more editions and examine the use of sex in men’s, teen’s, or 
general interest magazines in the two countries. 
Summary 
As Brooke (2003) noted, sex in advertising grabs a consumer’s attention 
because it is a spectacle. Americans may be surprised by the explicit displays of 
sexual material, such as the nudity and sexual behavior, and the implicit sexual 
messages, such as the referents and embeds, in the British advertisements. Since 
Americans are not accustomed to viewing these messages in advertisements, they 
may find these erotic appeals to be appealing, appalling, funny or offensive. In 
any event, awareness of the different levels of sexual acceptability in other 
countries may prepare some people for the explicit material in international 
media.  
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Appendix A 
 
Coding Protocol for Analysis of Sexual Content in Women’s Magazines 
 
Introduction 
 This protocol is designed to assess the sexual content evident in 
advertisements found in US and UK editions of Cosmopolitan, Elle, Glamour, 
and Marie Claire.  
Advertisement 
A persuasive and paid communication of information about a product, a 
service, or an idea by an identified sponsor through a vehicle of mass media 
(Schultz & Barnes, 1995). Only code full-page advertisements, spreads, and 
gatefolds. 
Product Category 
The general name for a grouping of products that serve a similar purpose 
or perform a similar function or service. 
Brand 
A name, term, sign, symbol, or design, or a combination of them, intended 
to identify the goods or services of one seller or group of sellers and to 
differentiate them from those of competitors (Schultz & Barnes, 1995). 
Nudity 
A revealing display of the body, ranging from tight-fitting clothing, to 
underwear and lingerie, to nudity (Reichert, 2003b). 
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Sexual Behavior 
Individual and interpersonal sexual behavior, including eye contact, 
nonverbal body language, touching, hugging, kissing, and more intimate displays 
of sexual behavior (Reichert, 2003b). 
Procedure 
The following steps are taken in the content analysis coding: 
1.) Each advertisement is scanned and read to ensure a good understanding of 
the intended message. 
2.) Note the product category and the brand in the advertisement. 
3.) Each advertisement is coded for the degree of nudity and the degree of 
sexual behavior, as described above and below in the chart: 
Nudity Scale 
Coding Definition 
1 No people pictured in advertisement 
 
2 Loose fitting clothing with minimal amount of skin showing  
 
3 Somewhat revealing clothing: mini-skirts, short shorts, tight-fitting 
tops or dresses, halter tops, etc. 
 
4 Revealing clothing: bathing suits, lingerie, or clothing that 
displays midriff, cleavage (for females), or chest (for males) 
 
5 Some nudity: bare behind or implied nudity 
 
6 Nudity: exposed breasts and nipples (female) or exposed male or 
female genitalia 
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Sexual Behavior Scale 
Coding Definition 
1 No people pictured in advertisement 
 
2 No sexual behavior between models and no sexually suggestive 
behavior implied by model or implied between models 
 
3 Flirtatious looks at camera or at other model(s): “bedroom eyes,” 
open postures, inviting smiles, etc. 
 
4 Simple touching: holding hands, playful wrestling, etc. 
 
5 Intimate touching: kissing, embracing, etc. 
 
6 Actual or implied depictions of intimate sexual acts or intercourse 
 
4.) If an advertisement contains elements of more than one code for the same 
variable, the higher code is assigned. For instance, if an advertisement 
pictures a couple holding hands and kissing, the advertisement is coded 
with a five for sexual behavior. 
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Results of Coding in Intercoder Reliability Test for Judge A 
Magazine Codes      
1 = Cosmopolitan; 2 = Elle; 3 = Glamour; 4 = Marie Claire   
       
Country Codes      
1 = United States; 2 = United Kingdom    
       
Magazine Country Ad # Product Category Brand Nudity Sexual Behavior 
1 1 2 Clothing Arizona Jean Co. 4 2 
1 1 16 Nail Polish Maybelline 3 2 
1 1 27 Cosmetic L'Oreal 2 2 
1 1 34 Makeup Max Factor 2 2 
1 1 40 Clothing Ideology 2 2 
1 1 57 Moisturizer Jergens 2 2 
1 1 64 Water filters Brita 2 2 
1 1 80 Soap Zest 6 2 
1 1 91 Gum Extra 1 1 
1 1 100 Anti-aging cream Stri-Vectin SD 2 2 
1 2 6 Perfume Oscar de la Renta 3 3 
1 2 11 Clothing FreeSoul 6 2 
1 2 23 Shampoo Sainsbury's 1 1 
1 2 35 Makeup Chanel 4 3 
1 2 47 Coffee Nescafe 1 1 
1 2 51 Automobile Toyota 2 2 
1 2 70 Moisturizer Garnier 5 2 
1 2 83 Furnishings Ikea 2 2 
2 1 1 Moisturizer Estee Lauder 2 2 
2 1 3 Clothing Prada 4 2 
2 1 14 Automobile Toyota 2 2 
2 1 25 Perfume Still/Jlo 4 3 
2 1 40 Handbag Guess 4 3 
2 1 49 Perfume Lancome 5 5 
2 2 3 Clothing Dior 3 2 
2 2 11 Clothing Dolce & Gabana 4 3 
2 2 16 Makeup L'Oreal 2 3 
2 2 25 Clothing/handbag Etro 3 3 
2 2 37 TV Drama Sky One 2 2 
2 2 48 Travel NewZealand.com 2 2 
3 1 6 Makeup Cover Girl 3 2 
3 1 13 Makeup Maybelline 2 2 
3 1 27 Automobile Mazda 1 1 
3 1 35 Makeup Shiseido 2 2 
3 1 47 Vodka Grey Goose 1 1 
3 1 56 Food Lean Cuisine 1 1 
3 1 70 Makeup Physician's Formula 2 2 
3 2 12 Clothing Guess 4 5 
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Magazine Country Ad # Product Category Brand Nudity Sexual Behavior 
3 2 27 Clothing Topshop 2 2 
3 2 33 Radio Station FCUK FM 3 2 
3 2 46 Automobile Toyota 2 2 
3 2 52 Skin Care Biotherm 1 1 
3 2 59 Clothing Dorothy Perkins 2 3 
3 2 67 Clothing/Handbag Diesel 3 2 
3 2 71 China Wedgewood 1 1 
3 2 89 Travel First Choice 3 2 
4 1 7 Skin Care Clinique 1 1 
4 1 17 Lipstick Maybelline 2 2 
4 1 22 Hair Care Sebastian 3 2 
4 1 36 Nutrition Bar PowerBar 2 2 
4 1 40 Charity Samsung 2 2 
4 2 6 Perfume Ralph Lauren 4 5 
4 2 17 Makeup L'Oreal 2 2 
4 2 28 Entertainment Sony 2 2 
4 2 38 Hair Care Pantene 2 2 
4 2 44 Deodorant Sure 2 2 
4 2 59 Public Service LFB 2 2 
4 2 62 Medical Group Brava 5 2 
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Results of Coding in Intercoder Reliability Test for Judge B 
Magazine Codes      
1 = Cosmopolitan; 2 = Elle; 3 = Glamour; 4 = Marie Claire   
       
Country Codes      
1 = United States; 2 = United Kingdom    
       
Magazine Country  Ad # Product Category Brand Nudity  Sexual Behavior 
1 1 2 Clothes Arizona Jeans 4 2 
1 1 16 Nail Polish Maybelline 3 2 
1 1 27 Makeup L'Oreal 2 2 
1 1 34 Makeup Max Factor 2 2 
1 1 40 Clothes Ideology 2 2 
1 1 57 Lotion Jergens 2 2 
1 1 64 Water filters Brita 2 2 
1 1 80 Soap Zest 5 2 
1 1 91 Gum Extra 1 1 
1 1 100 Skin Care Stri-Vectin SD 2 2 
1 2 6 Fragrance Oscar de la Renta 3 3 
1 2 11 Clothes FreeSoul 6 2 
1 2 23 Shampoo/Supermarket Head & Shoulders/Sainsbury's 1 1 
1 2 35 Makeup Chanel 4 3 
1 2 47 Coffee Nescafe 1 1 
1 2 51 Automobile Toyota 2 2 
1 2 70 Lotion Garnier 5 3 
1 2 83 Furnishings Ikea 2 2 
2 1 1 Lotion Estee Lauder 2 3 
2 1 3 Clothes Prada 4 3 
2 1 14 Automobile Toyota 2 2 
2 1 25 Fragrance Jennifer Lopez Still 4 3 
2 1 40 Handbag Guess 4 3 
2 1 49 Fragrance Lancome 5 5 
2 2 3 Clothes Dior 3 3 
2 2 11 Clothes Dolce & Gabana 4 3 
2 2 16 Makeup L'Oreal 2 3 
2 2 25 Clothes/handbags Etro 3 3 
2 2 37 TV Show/TV Channel Nip/Tuck/Sky One 2 2 
2 2 48 Travel NewZealand.com 2 2 
3 1 6 Makeup Cover Girl 4 2 
3 1 13 Makeup Maybelline 2 2 
3 1 27 Automobile Mazda 1 1 
3 1 35 Makeup Shiseido 2 3 
3 1 47 Liquor Grey Goose 1 1 
3 1 56 Frozen Dinner Lean Cuisine 1 1 
3 1 70 Makeup Physician's Formula 2 2 
3 2 12 Clothes Guess 4 5 
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Magazine Country Ad # Product Category Brand Nudity Sexual Behavior 
3 2 27 Clothes Topshop 2 2 
3 2 33 Clothes FCUK 3 2 
3 2 46 Automobile Toyota 2 2 
3 2 52 Skin Care Biotherm 1 1 
3 2 59 Clothes Dorothy Perkins 2 3 
3 2 67 Clothes/Handbag Diesel 3 2 
3 2 71 China Wedgewood 1 1 
3 2 89 Travel First Choice 4 2 
4 1 7 Skin Care Clinique 1 1 
4 1 17 Makeup Maybelline 3 3 
4 1 22 Hair Care Sebastian 3 3 
4 1 36 Nutrition Bar PowerBar 2 2 
4 1 40 Charity Samsung 2 2 
4 2 6 Fragrance Ralph Lauren 4 5 
4 2 17 Makeup L'Oreal 2 2 
4 2 28 Electronics Sony 2 2 
4 2 38 Hair Care Pantene 2 2 
4 2 44 Deodorant Sure 2 2 
4 2 59 Careers London Fire Brigade 2 2 
4 2 62 Cosmetic Surgery Brava Medical Group 5 2 
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Appendix B 
Results of Coding in Content Analysis for Nudity 
Magazine Codes     
1 = Cosmopolitan; 2 = Elle; 3 = Glamour; 4 = Marie Claire   
      
Country Codes     
1 = United States; 2 = United Kingdom   
      
Magazine Country  Ad # Product Category Brand Nudity  
1 1 1 Shampoo Herbal Essences 2 
1 1 2 Clothes Arizona Jeans 4 
1 1 3 Hair Color L'Oreal 2 
1 1 4 Makeup Maybelline 2 
1 1 5 Skin Care Olay 3 
1 1 6 Automobile Chevrolet 1 
1 1 7 Makeup Sephora 2 
1 1 8 Makeup Maybelline 2 
1 1 9 Makeup Clinique 1 
1 1 10 Hair Care Redken 3 
1 1 11 Clothes Tommy Hilfiger 3 
1 1 12 Fragrance Ralph Lauren Blue 2 
1 1 13 Shoes BCBGirls 3 
1 1 14 Skin Care Olay 1 
1 1 15 Hair Color Clairol Herbal Essences 2 
1 1 16 Nail Polish Maybelline 3 
1 1 17 Skin Care Calgon 3 
1 1 18 Clothes/Shoes Addidas/Lady Foot Locker 2 
1 1 19 Swimwear Tommy Hilfiger 4 
1 1 20 Hair Color Garnier 2 
1 1 21 Sportswear Under Armour 4 
1 1 22 Nail Polish Sally Hansen 2 
1 1 23 Jewelry Verragio 1 
1 1 24 Fragrance Curve 3 
1 1 25 Makeup Max Factor 2 
1 1 26 Skin Care L'Oreal 2 
1 1 27 Skin Care L'Oreal 2 
1 1 28 Fragrance Giorgio Armani Sensi 3 
1 1 29 Clothes Hard Tail Forever 3 
1 1 30 Shampoo Garnier Fructis 2 
1 1 31 Liquor Captain Morgan 2 
1 1 32 Wireless Service AT&T 2 
1 1 33 Hair Color/Promotion Nice N Easy 2 
1 1 34 Makeup Max Factor 2 
1 1 35 Liquor Finlandia 4 
1 1 36 Shoes Payless 2 
1 1 37 Shoes Payless 2 
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Magazine Country Ad # Product Category Brand Nudity 
1 1 38 Automobile Mazda 1 
1 1 39 Fragrance Calvin Klein Eternity 2 
1 1 40 Clothes Ideology 2 
1 1 41 Hair Care Catwalk 2 
1 1 42 Skin Care Elizabeth Arden 3 
1 1 43 Clothes XOXO 4 
1 1 44 Makeup Physician's Formula 3 
1 1 45 Liquor Skyy 1 
1 1 46 Underwear Roberto Cavalli 4 
1 1 47 Fragrance Dolce & Gabana Sicily 4 
1 1 48 Clothes JC Penney 3 
1 1 49 Clothes bebe 4 
1 1 50 Soap Caress 5 
1 1 51 Shampoo Dove 1 
1 1 52 Hair Care/Nail Polish Rimmel 2 
1 1 53 Snack Food Baked Doritos 1 
1 1 54 Hair Care Sheer Blonde 3 
1 1 55 Electronics JVC 2 
1 1 56 Razors Intuition 5 
1 1 57 Lotion Jergens 2 
1 1 58 Hair Care Matrix 2 
1 1 60 Hair Care Matrix 2 
1 1 61 Feminine Products Kotex 1 
1 1 62 Skin Care Noxzema 2 
1 1 63 Air Freshener Febreze 1 
1 1 64 Water filters Brita 2 
1 1 65 Cigarettes Camel 3 
1 1 66 Diet Pills Hydroxycut 4 
1 1 67 Tampons Playtex 3 
1 1 68 Contacts Fresh Look 2 
1 1 69 Cigarettes Salem 2 
1 1 70 Careers 
Institute of Children's 
Literature 2 
1 1 71 Cigarettes Winston 1 
1 1 72 Tampons Tampax 1 
1 1 73 Snack Bars Krave 1 
1 1 74 Sportswear Nike 4 
1 1 75 Sportswear Nike 4 
1 1 76 Automobile Toyota 2 
1 1 77 Pain Relief ThermaCare 1 
1 1 78 Bleach Clorox 1 
1 1 79 Birth Control Ortho Tri-Cyclen Lo 2 
1 1 80 Soap Zest 5 
1 1 81 Feminine Products Always 2 
1 1 82 Hair Care Frizz-Ease 3 
1 1 83 Deodorant Secret Platinum 3 
1 1 84 Toothbrush Crest 1 
1 1 85 Toothpaste Crest 1 
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Magazine Country Ad # Product Category Brand Nudity 
1 1 86 Diet Pills Xenadrine 3 
1 1 87 Dairy Milk 1 
1 1 88 Frozen Dinner Lean Cuisine 1 
1 1 89 Tooth Whitening Crest 2 
1 1 90 Cigarettes Newport 2 
1 1 91 Gum Extra 1 
1 1 92 Candy Starburst 2 
1 1 93 Diet Pills Thermo Infusion 4 
1 1 94 Salad Dressing Ranch 2 
1 1 95 Diet Pills CortiSlim 2 
1 1 96 Hair Care Hair Made 3 
1 1 97 Diet Pills Relacore 3 
1 1 98 Energy Drink Stinger 4 
1 1 99 Diet Pills Trimspa 3 
1 1 100 Skin Care StriVectin 2 
1 1 101 Automobile Jeep 2 
1 1 102 Makeup Cover Girl 2 
2 1 1 Skin Care Estee Lauder 2 
2 1 2 Clothes Dolce & Gabana 3 
2 1 3 Clothes Prada 4 
2 1 4 Clothes Missoni 4 
2 1 5 Clothes/Handbag Gucci 2 
2 1 6 Handbag Louis Vuitton 4 
2 1 7 Clothes DKNY 2 
2 1 8 Clothes Anne Klein 2 
2 1 9 Skin Care Clinique 1 
2 1 10 Clothes Max Mara 3 
2 1 11 Sportswear Nike 4 
2 1 12 Jewelry DeBeers 4 
2 1 13 Jewelry Tiffany 1 
2 1 14 Automobile Toyota 2 
2 1 15 Skin Care Olay 1 
2 1 16 Jewelry Tacori 1 
2 1 17 Clothes Moschino 2 
2 1 18 Clothes/Handbag Versace 3 
2 1 19 Clothes Piazza Sempione 2 
2 1 20 Clothes Etro 3 
2 1 21 Fragrance Vera Wang 3 
2 1 22 Clothes Luca Luca 3 
2 1 23 Clothes Escada 4 
2 1 24 Eyewear Chanel 2 
2 1 25 Fragrance Jennifer Lopez Still 4 
2 1 26 Catalog Spiegel 3 
2 1 27 Skin Care Clarins 2 
2 1 28 Clothes/Shoes/Handbag Fendi 3 
2 1 29 Clothes/Handbag Chloe 3 
2 1 30 Clothes Custo 4 
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Magazine Country Ad # Product Category Brand Nudity 
2 1 31 Music Store Lucien Pallat-firet 1 
2 1 32 Fragrance Cacharel Amor Amor 2 
2 1 33 Clothes Geiger 2 
2 1 34 Clothes bebe 4 
2 1 35 Clothes/Shoes/Handbag Emporio Armani 3 
2 1 36 Jewelry Verragio 1 
2 1 37 Jewelry Damiani 1 
2 1 38 Cigarettes Camel 3 
2 1 39 Nail Polish OPI 2 
2 1 40 Handbag Guess 4 
2 1 41 Lotion Vaseline Intensive Care 2 
2 1 42 Hair Care Bed Head 4 
2 1 43 Shampoo Pantene 2 
2 1 44 Fragrance Stila 4 
2 1 45 Skin Care StriVectin SD 2 
2 1 46 Static Control Static Guard 2 
2 1 47 Toothpaste Rembrandt 2 
2 1 48 Clothes/Handbag Roberto Cavalli 4 
2 1 49 Fragrance Lancome 5 
2 1 50 Jewelry Dior 5 
2 1 51 Clothes Jilsander 2 
3 1 1 Automobile Chevrolet 1 
3 1 2 Fragrance Estee Lauder 3 
3 1 3 Clothes Gap 2 
3 1 4 Skin Care L'Oreal 2 
3 1 5 Clothes City DKNY 2 
3 1 6 Makeup Cover Girl 4 
3 1 7 Hair Care Garnier Fructis 2 
3 1 8 Skin Care Olay 1 
3 1 9 Diet Drinks Snapple a Day 1 
3 1 10 Makeup Neutrogena 1 
3 1 11 Hair Color Garnier 2 
3 1 12 Makeup Sephora 2 
3 1 13 Makeup Maybelline 2 
3 1 14 Department Store Target 1 
3 1 15 Makeup Maybelline 3 
3 1 16 Makeup Clinique 1 
3 1 17 Skin Care Aveeno 2 
3 1 18 Underwear Jockey 3 
3 1 19 Shoes Tommy Hilfiger 1 
3 1 20 Hair Color L'Oreal 3 
3 1 21 Skin Care Nivea 2 
3 1 22 Makeup Max Factor 2 
3 1 23 Body Wash Calgon 3 
3 1 24 Fragrance Lancome 5 
3 1 25 Chocolate Crunch 2 
3 1 26 Hair Care Matrix 2 
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3 1 27 Automobile Mazda 1 
3 1 28 Fragrance Cacharel Amor Amor 2 
3 1 29 Department Store JC Penney 3 
3 1 30 Hair Care Herbal Essences 2 
3 1 31 Makeup Neutrogena 2 
3 1 32 Hair Color/Promotion Nice N Easy 2 
3 1 33 Skin Care Noxzema 2 
3 1 34 Fragrance Calvin Klein Eternity 2 
3 1 35 Makeup Shiseido 2 
3 1 36 Lotion St. Ives 2 
3 1 37 Clothes Ideology 2 
3 1 38 Makeup Clinique 2 
3 1 39 Skin Care Elizabeth Arden 3 
3 1 40 Underwear Fruit of the Loom 4 
3 1 41 Birth Control Ortho Tri-Cyclen Lo 2 
3 1 42 Sportswear Danskin 2 
3 1 43 
Social Anxiety 
Prescription pills Zoloft 1 
3 1 44 Feminine Products Kotex 1 
3 1 45 Hair Care Zero Frizz 2 
3 1 46 Clothes Hard Tail 4 
3 1 47 Liquor Grey Goose 1 
3 1 48 Birth Control Ortho Evra 2 
3 1 49 Cigarettes Salem 3 
3 1 50 Hair Care Paul Mitchell 2 
3 1 51 Candy Starburst 2 
3 1 52 Shoes Payless 2 
3 1 53 Shoes Payless 2 
3 1 54 Deodorant Secret 3 
3 1 55 Feminine Products Tampax 1 
3 1 56 Frozen Dinner Lean Cuisine 1 
3 1 57 Automobile Toyota 2 
3 1 58 Nutrition Bars Glow 2 
3 1 59 Clothes Michael Stars 2 
3 1 60 Hair Care Citre Shine 4 
3 1 70 Makeup Physician's Formula 2 
3 1 71 Catalog Newport News 4 
3 1 72 Breakfast Bars Quaker Fruit & Oatmeal 2 
3 1 73 Soap Caress 5 
3 1 74 Breath Mints Altoids 2 
3 1 75 Toothbrush Crest 1 
3 1 76 Shampoo Pantene 2 
3 1 77 Cigarettes Kool 1 
3 1 78 Clothes Banana Republic 2 
3 1 79 Hair Care Dove 1 
3 1 80 Contacts Fresh Look 2 
4 1 1 Skin Care Estee Lauder 2 
4 1 2 Underwear Gap 4 
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4 1 3 Sportswear Nike 3 
4 1 4 Hair Care Redken 2 
4 1 5 Makeup Max Factor 2 
4 1 6 Fragrance Ralph Lauren Blue 4 
4 1 7 Skin Care Clinique 1 
4 1 8 Jewelry DeBeers 2 
4 1 9 Skin Care Olay 2 
4 1 10 Hair Care Garnier Fructis 2 
4 1 11 Nail Polish/Makeup OPI 1 
4 1 12 Makeup Neutrogena 2 
4 1 13 Skin Care Origins 1 
4 1 14 Makeup Chanel 1 
4 1 15 Lotion Johnson's Softlotion 4 
4 1 16 Makeup/Promotion Maybelline 3 
4 1 17 Makeup Maybelline 3 
4 1 18 Cigarettes Camel 3 
4 1 19 Body Wash Aveeno 2 
4 1 20 Fragrance Cacharel Amor Amor 2 
4 1 21 Jewelry Verragio 1 
4 1 22 Hair Care Trade Secrets 2 
4 1 23 Birth Control Ortho Evra 2 
4 1 24 Diet Pills Metabolife 2 
4 1 25 Skin Care Dove 2 
4 1 26 Careers 
Institute of Children's 
Literature 2 
4 1 27 Jewelry Tacori 1 
4 1 28 Toothpaste Rembrandt 2 
4 1 29 TV Shows/DVD Sex & the City 4 
4 1 30 Exercise tapes Winsor Pilates 4 
4 1 31 Nutrition Bars AdvantEdge 3 
4 1 32 Catalog Pabo 4 
4 1 33 Hair Care Nioxin 4 
4 1 34 Liquor Cointreau 4 
4 1 35 Chocolate Hershey 1 
4 1 36 Nutrition Bars Power Bar 2 
4 1 37 Tooth Whitening Crest Whitestrips 2 
4 1 38 Shampoo Pantene 2 
4 1 39 Shampoo Pantene 2 
4 1 40 Charity 
Sears/Samsung/Boomer 
Esiason 2 
4 1 41 Lotion Vaseline Intensive Care 2 
4 1 42 Diet Drinks Snapple a Day 1 
4 1 43 Automobiles Toyota 2 
4 1 44 Sportswear Avia 3 
4 1 45 Skin Care StriVectin SD 2 
1 2 1 Makeup Estee Lauder 3 
1 2 2 Clothes Gap 2 
1 2 3 Electronics Sony 2 
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1 2 4 Skin Care Clinique 1 
1 2 5 Fragrance Ralph Lauren Ralph for Her 2 
1 2 6 Fragrance Oscar de la Renta Intrusion 3 
1 2 7 Makeup Lancome 2 
1 2 8 Mobile Phones Seimens 1 
1 2 9 Makeup L'Oreal 2 
1 2 10 Automobile Volkswagon 1 
1 2 11 Clothes Freesoul 6 
1 2 12 Fragrance Chanel Coco 4 
1 2 13 Clothes Oasis 3 
1 2 14 Shampoo Pantene 2 
1 2 15 Clothes H&M 3 
1 2 16 Fragrance Eternity 1 
1 2 17 Clothes Mango 3 
1 2 18 Makeup L'Oreal 2 
1 2 19 Hair Color L'Oreal 3 
1 2 20 Makeup Maybelline 3 
1 2 21 Makeup Max Factor 2 
1 2 22 Shampoo Head & Shoulders 2 
1 2 23 Supermarket Sainsbury's 1 
1 2 24 Hair Color L'Oreal 2 
1 2 25 Makeup OPI 1 
1 2 27 Skin Care Garnier 2 
1 2 28 TV Shows/DVD Friends 2 
1 2 29 Skin Care ROC 1 
1 2 30 Butter Country Life 1 
1 2 31 Automobile Mazda 1 
1 2 32 Clothes FCUK 4 
1 2 33 Clothes FCUK 4 
1 2 34 Home Pregnancy Test Clear Blue 1 
1 2 35 Makeup Chanel 4 
1 2 36 Cereal Nestle Fitnesse 4 
1 2 37 Skin Care Dove 1 
1 2 38 Skin Care Dove 1 
1 2 39 Clothes Harrods 6 
1 2 40 Makeup Estee Lauder 1 
1 2 41 Board Games Scrabble 4 
1 2 42 Mobile Phones Motorola 4 
1 2 43 Movie/VHS/DVD Le Divorce 4 
1 2 44 Chocolate/Promotion Mars Inc. 2 
1 2 45 Fragrance Impulse Goddess 3 
1 2 46 Automobile Fiat 1 
1 2 47 Coffee Nescafe 1 
1 2 48 Camera film Fujifilm 5 
1 2 49 Supermarket Tesco 1 
1 2 50 Liquor Baileys 1 
1 2 51 Automobile Toyota 2 
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1 2 52 Hair Care Andrew Collinge 3 
1 2 53 Skin Care Neutrogena 2 
1 2 54 Automobile Ford 1 
1 2 55 Mobile Phones Samsung 2 
1 2 56 Fabric Softener Comfort Fast Dry 2 
1 2 57 Websites iVillage 1 
1 2 58 TV Shows/DVD Angel 2 
1 2 59 Apples Pink Lady 2 
1 2 60 Deodorant Sure 2 
1 2 61 Clothes Morgan de toi 3 
1 2 62 Shoes Sketchers 3 
1 2 63 Clothes Harrods 5 
1 2 64 Hair Care Pantene 2 
1 2 65 Skin Care Dove 1 
1 2 66 Skin Care Dior 2 
1 2 67 Baby Oil Johnson's 5 
1 2 68 Nail Polish Rimmel 2 
1 2 69 Hair Care Schwarzkopf 2 
1 2 70 Lotion Garnier 5 
1 2 71 Hair Care VO5 3 
1 2 72 Makeup Bourjois 3 
1 2 73 Lotion E45 5 
1 2 74 Hair Care Bed Head 3 
1 2 75 Shampoo Selsen Blue 2 
1 2 76 Feminine Products Always 1 
1 2 77 Mobile Network Seemee 3 
1 2 78 Multi Vitamins Multibionta 2 
1 2 79 Candy Nestle 1 
1 2 80 Water Lucozade Sport HydroActive 1 
1 2 81 Tax Credit Inland Revenue 2 
1 2 82 Spa Sandals 4 
1 2 83 Furniture Ikea 2 
1 2 84 Breast Enlargement Harley Medical Group 5 
1 2 85 Careers Virgin Atlantic 2 
1 2 86 Careers Police 2 
1 2 87 Careers Easy Jet 1 
1 2 88 Cosmetic Surgery Harley Medical Group 6 
1 2 89 Cosmetic Surgery The Pountney Clinic 6 
1 2 90 Nail Polish Sally Hansen 2 
1 2 91 Fragrance Givenchy Liv Tyler 2 
1 2 92 Lingerie Dorothy Perkins 4 
1 2 93 Magazine Zest 4 
1 2 94 Telepathy Psychic Zone 2 
2 2 1 Handbag Louis Vuitton 4 
2 2 2 Skin Care Estee Lauder 2 
2 2 3 Clothes/Handbag Dior 3 
2 2 4 Jewelry Tiffany 1 
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2 2 5 Makeup Clinique 1 
2 2 6 Skin Care Olay 1 
2 2 7 Clothes/Handbag Gucci 2 
2 2 8 Clothes Armani 3 
2 2 9 Fragrance Emporio Armani Night 3 
2 2 10 Clothes Hugo Boss 3 
2 2 11 Clothes Dolce & Gabana 4 
2 2 12 Clothes/Handbag Chloe 3 
2 2 13 Clothes Versace 3 
2 2 14 Clothes Dolce & Gabana 3 
2 2 15 Fragrance Ralph Lauren Romance 4 
2 2 16 Makeup L'Oreal 2 
2 2 18 Clothes Eres 4 
2 2 19 Clothes Fendi 3 
2 2 20 Clothes Moschino 2 
2 2 21 Lotion Neutrogena 1 
2 2 22 Liquor Bombay Sapphire 1 
2 2 23 Clothes Escada Sport 4 
2 2 24 Clothes Chanel 6 
2 2 25 Clothes Etro 3 
2 2 26 Jewelry Chanel 1 
2 2 27 Hair Color Garnier 2 
2 2 28 Jewelry Boodle & Dunthorne 4 
2 2 29 Clothes Day Birger & Mikkelsen 2 
2 2 30 Mobile Phones Seimens 1 
2 2 31 Camera Canon 2 
2 2 32 Deodorant Sure 2 
2 2 33 Clothes Mariella Burani 3 
2 2 34 Jewelry Georg Jensen 2 
2 2 35 Shampoo Pantene 2 
2 2 36 Clothes Malene Birger 3 
2 2 37 TV Show/TV Channel Nip/Tuck/Sky One 2 
2 2 38 Shampoo Head & Shoulders 2 
2 2 39 Camera Film Fujifilm 4 
2 2 40 Watch Zeitner 1 
2 2 41 Jewelry David Ashton 1 
2 2 42 Lotion Palmer's 5 
2 2 43 Makeup/Nail Polish Rimmel 2 
2 2 44 Makeup Estee Lauder 1 
2 2 45 Feminine Products Tampax 2 
2 2 46 Feminine Products Always 5 
2 2 47 Yogurt Drink Actimel 2 
2 2 48 Travel NewZealand.com 2 
2 2 49 Vitamins OsteoCare 5 
2 2 51 Camera Canon 3 
2 2 52 Fragrance CK Truth 2 
2 2 53 Hair Stylists Toni & Guy 4 
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3 2 1 Makeup Lancome 2 
3 2 2 Handbag/Shoes Emporio Armani 2 
3 2 3 Clothes Dolce & Gabana 4 
3 2 4 Clothes Moschino 2 
3 2 5 Clothes Gap 2 
3 2 6 Fragrance Cacharel Amor Amor 2 
3 2 7 Clothes Calvin Klein 4 
3 2 8 Clothes Max & Co 2 
3 2 9 Clothes Cavalli 2 
3 2 10 Clothes Burberry 2 
3 2 11 Clothes Miss Sixty 3 
3 2 12 Clothes Guess 4 
3 2 13 Skin Care Dior 2 
3 2 14 Clothes DKNY 2 
3 2 15 Makeup Clarins 2 
3 2 16 Skin Care Olay 1 
3 2 17 Fragrance Yves Saint Laurant 5 
3 2 18 Clothes Hugo Boss 4 
3 2 19 Clothes Earl Jean 5 
3 2 20 Makeup L'Oreal 2 
3 2 21 Clothes Fornarina 3 
3 2 22 Automobile Volkswagon 1 
3 2 23 Makeup Max Factor 2 
3 2 24 Fragrance Oscar de la Renta 3 
3 2 25 Clothes Pepe Jeans 3 
3 2 26 Skin Care L'Oreal 2 
3 2 27 Clothes Topshop 2 
3 2 28 Clothes Killah 3 
3 2 29 Hair Care L'Oreal 2 
3 2 30 Fragrance Jennifer Lopez Still 4 
3 2 31 Clothes Custo 4 
3 2 32 Hair Color L'Oreal 2 
3 2 33 Clothes FCUK 4 
3 2 34 Clothes FCUK 4 
3 2 35 Makeup Maybelline 3 
3 2 36 Clothes Mango 3 
3 2 37 Fragrance Impulse Goddess 2 
3 2 38 Clothes Oasis 2 
3 2 39 Automobile Fiat 1 
3 2 40 Mobile Phone Samsung 2 
3 2 41 Body Wash Dove 1 
3 2 42 Body Wash Dove 1 
3 2 43 Shampoo Head & Shoulders 2 
3 2 44 Clothes United Colors of Benetton 4 
3 2 45 Camera film Fujifilm 5 
3 2 46 Automobile Toyota 2 
3 2 47 Mobile Phone Motorola 4 
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3 2 48 Clothes Monsoon 5 
3 2 49 Clothes Monsoon 3 
3 2 50 Hair Care Garnier Fructis 2 
3 2 52 Skin Care Biotherm 1 
3 2 53 Automobile Ford 1 
3 2 54 Clothes G-Star 4 
3 2 55 Chocolate/Promotion Mars Inc. 2 
3 2 56 Cereal Nestle Fitnesse 4 
3 2 57 Hair Care Schwarzkopf 2 
3 2 58 Clothes Boxfresh 2 
3 2 59 Clothes Dorothy Perkins 2 
3 2 60 Deodorant Sure 2 
3 2 61 Clothes H&M 3 
3 2 62 Clothes Russell & Bromley 3 
3 2 63 Shampoo Pantene 2 
3 2 64 Makeup Bourjois 2 
3 2 65 Shoes Sketchers 3 
3 2 66 Clothes Diesel 5 
3 2 67 Clothes Diesel 3 
3 2 68 Clothes Morgan de toi 3 
3 2 69 Nail Polish Rimmel 2 
3 2 70 Soap Dove 1 
3 2 71 China Wedgewood 1 
3 2 72 Home Décor Ikea 2 
3 2 73 Clothes Sonneti 3 
3 2 74 Hair Care L'Oreal 2 
3 2 75 Shampoo Pantene 2 
3 2 76 Eyewear Dolland & Aitchison 5 
3 2 77 Eyewear Dolland & Aitchison 5 
3 2 78 Clothes Gas 2 
3 2 79 Jewelry Links 1 
3 2 80 Chocolate Nestle 1 
3 2 81 Wine Lambrini 2 
3 2 82 Wine/Promotion Lambrini 2 
3 2 83 Clothes Freesoul 6 
3 2 84 Lotion E45 5 
3 2 85 Water Lucozade Hydroactive 1 
3 2 86 Yogurt Drink Actimel 2 
3 2 87 Home Décor brabantia 1 
3 2 88 Fabric Softener Comfort Fast Dry 2 
3 2 89 Travel First Choice 4 
3 2 90 Nail Polish Clarins 1 
3 2 91 Travel Virgin Atlantic 2 
3 2 92 Cosmetic Surgery Harley Medical Group 6 
3 2 93 Cosmetic Surgery Transform 4 
3 2 94 Cosmetic Surgery SurgiCare 4 
3 2 95 Coffee NesCafe 1 
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3 2 96 Fragrance Givency Liv Tyler 2 
3 2 97 Liquor/Promotion Barcardi 1 
4 2 1 Skin Care Estee Lauder 2 
4 2 2 Clothes Strenesse 4 
4 2 3 Clothes Dolce & Gabana 4 
4 2 4 Clothes Marina Rinaldi 4 
4 2 5 Skin Care Clinique 1 
4 2 6 Fragrance Ralph Lauren Romance 4 
4 2 7 Clothes Dolce & Gabana Junior 4 
4 2 8 Fragrance Emporio Armani Night 3 
4 2 9 Clothes Full Circle 2 
4 2 10 Jewelry Chanel 1 
4 2 11 Makeup Estee Lauder 1 
4 2 12 Makeup Chanel 2 
4 2 13 Liquor Bombay Sapphire 1 
4 2 14 Skin Care ROC 1 
4 2 15 Electronics Sony 1 
4 2 17 Makeup L'Oreal 2 
4 2 18 Makeup Max Factor/ Love Actually 2 
4 2 19 Clothes Caractere 4 
4 2 20 Makeup Revlon 2 
4 2 21 Lotion Neutrogena 1 
4 2 22 Supermarket Waitrose 2 
4 2 23 Cereal Nestle Fitnesse 4 
4 2 24 Makeup Maybelline 2 
4 2 25 Cereal Alpen 2 
4 2 26 Jewelry Georg Jensen 2 
4 2 27 Tax Credit Inland Revenue 2 
4 2 28 Electronics Sony 2 
4 2 29 Glassware Wedgewood 1 
4 2 30 Mobile Phone Samsung 3 
4 2 31 Website iVillage.co.uk 1 
4 2 32 Makeup Rimmel 2 
4 2 33 Liquor Baileys 1 
4 2 34 Shampoo Aussie 1 
4 2 35 Camera Film Fujifilm 4 
4 2 36 TV Show CSI 2 
4 2 37 Movie Girl with a Pearl Earring 2 
4 2 38 Shampoo Pantene 2 
4 2 39 Hair Care Pantene 1 
4 2 40 Automobile Renault 2 
4 2 41 Child Care Sure Start 2 
4 2 42 Nutritional Supplement solgar 2 
4 2 43 Electronics Samsung 1 
4 2 44 Deodorant Sure 2 
4 2 45 Water Filters Brita 4 
4 2 46 Skin Care Nivea 2 
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4 2 47 Shampoo Pantene 2 
4 2 48 Shampoo Head & Shoulders 2 
4 2 49 Birth Control Levonelle 1 
4 2 50 Feminine Products Alldays 5 
4 2 51 Appliances bodum 2 
4 2 52 Coffee NesCafe 1 
4 2 53 Credit Cards Mastercard 2 
4 2 54 Supermarket Tesco 1 
4 2 55 Travel Trailfinders 1 
4 2 56 Spa Center Parcs 4 
4 2 57 Spa Sandals 4 
4 2 58 Careers Police 2 
4 2 59 Careers London Fire Brigade 2 
4 2 60 Breast Enlargement Erdic 4 
4 2 61 Cosmetic Surgery Harley Medical Group 6 
4 2 62 Cosmetic Surgery Harley Medical Group 5 
4 2 63 Tooth Whitening Beverly Hills Formula 1 
4 2 64 Orthodontics Dentics 2 
4 2 65 Body Wash Nivea 5 
4 2 66 Clothes Max Mara 4 
4 2 67 Watches Zeitner 1 
4 2 68 Magazine In Style 4 
4 2 69 Magazine Wedding 2 
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Appendix C 
Results of Coding in Content Analysis for Sexual Behavior 
Magazine Codes     
1 = Cosmopolitan; 2 = Elle; 3 = Glamour; 4 = Marie Claire   
      
Country Codes     
1 = United States; 2 = United Kingdom   
      
Magazine Country  Ad # Product Category Brand 
Sexual 
Behavior 
1 1 1 Shampoo Herbal Essences 2 
1 1 2 Clothes Arizona Jeans 2 
1 1 3 Hair Color L'Oreal 3 
1 1 4 Makeup Maybelline 3 
1 1 5 Skin Care Olay 2 
1 1 6 Automobile Chevrolet 1 
1 1 7 Makeup Sephora 2 
1 1 8 Makeup Maybelline 2 
1 1 9 Makeup Clinique 1 
1 1 10 Hair Care Redken 2 
1 1 11 Clothes Tommy Hilfiger 3 
1 1 12 Fragrance Ralph Lauren Blue 2 
1 1 13 Shoes BCBGirls 2 
1 1 14 Skin Care Olay 1 
1 1 15 Hair Color Clairol Herbal Essences 3 
1 1 16 Nail Polish Maybelline 2 
1 1 17 Skin Care Calgon 3 
1 1 18 Clothes/Shoes Addidas/Lady Foot Locker 2 
1 1 19 Swimwear Tommy Hilfiger 3 
1 1 20 Hair Color Garnier 2 
1 1 21 Sportswear Under Armour 2 
1 1 22 Nail Polish Sally Hansen 2 
1 1 23 Jewelry Verragio 1 
1 1 24 Fragrance Curve 5 
1 1 25 Makeup Max Factor 2 
1 1 26 Skin Care L'Oreal 2 
1 1 27 Skin Care L'Oreal 2 
1 1 28 Fragrance Giorgio Armani Sensi 3 
1 1 29 Clothes Hard Tail Forever 5 
1 1 30 Shampoo Garnier Fructis 2 
1 1 31 Liquor Captain Morgan 3 
1 1 32 Wireless Service AT&T 2 
1 1 33 Hair Color/Promotion Nice N Easy 2 
1 1 34 Makeup Max Factor 2 
1 1 35 Liquor Finlandia 2 
1 1 36 Shoes Payless 2 
1 1 37 Shoes Payless 2 
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1 1 38 Automobile Mazda 1 
1 1 39 Fragrance Calvin Klein Eternity 5 
1 1 40 Clothes Ideology 2 
1 1 41 Hair Care Catwalk 3 
1 1 42 Skin Care Elizabeth Arden 3 
1 1 43 Clothes XOXO 3 
1 1 44 Makeup Physician's Formula 2 
1 1 45 Liquor Skyy 1 
1 1 46 Underwear Roberto Cavalli 3 
1 1 47 Fragrance Dolce & Gabana Sicily 3 
1 1 48 Clothes JC Penney 3 
1 1 49 Clothes bebe 3 
1 1 50 Soap Caress 2 
1 1 51 Shampoo Dove 1 
1 1 52 Hair Care/Nail Polish Rimmel 3 
1 1 53 Snack Food Baked Doritos 1 
1 1 54 Hair Care Sheer Blonde 2 
1 1 55 Electronics JVC 2 
1 1 56 Razors Intuition 2 
1 1 57 Lotion Jergens 2 
1 1 58 Hair Care Matrix 2 
1 1 60 Hair Care Matrix 2 
1 1 61 Feminine Products Kotex 1 
1 1 62 Skin Care Noxzema 2 
1 1 63 Air Freshener Febreze 1 
1 1 64 Water filters Brita 2 
1 1 65 Cigarettes Camel 3 
1 1 66 Diet Pills Hydroxycut 3 
1 1 67 Tampons Playtex 3 
1 1 68 Contacts Fresh Look 3 
1 1 69 Cigarettes Salem 3 
1 1 70 Careers 
Institute of Children's 
Literature 2 
1 1 71 Cigarettes Winston 1 
1 1 72 Tampons Tampax 1 
1 1 73 Snack Bars Krave 1 
1 1 74 Sportswear Nike 2 
1 1 75 Sportswear Nike 2 
1 1 76 Automobile Toyota 2 
1 1 77 Pain Relief ThermaCare 1 
1 1 78 Bleach Clorox 1 
1 1 79 Birth Control Ortho Tri-Cyclen Lo 2 
1 1 80 Soap Zest 2 
1 1 81 Feminine Products Always 2 
1 1 82 Hair Care Frizz-Ease 3 
1 1 83 Deodorant Secret Platinum 2 
1 1 84 Toothbrush Crest 1 
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Sexual 
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1 1 86 Diet Pills Xenadrine 2 
1 1 87 Dairy Milk 1 
1 1 88 Frozen Dinner Lean Cuisine 1 
1 1 89 Tooth Whitening Crest 2 
1 1 90 Cigarettes Newport 3 
1 1 91 Gum Extra 1 
1 1 92 Candy Starburst 3 
1 1 93 Diet Pills Thermo Infusion 5 
1 1 94 Salad Dressing Ranch 2 
1 1 95 Diet Pills CortiSlim 2 
1 1 96 Hair Care Hair Made 2 
1 1 97 Diet Pills Relacore 2 
1 1 98 Energy Drink Stinger 5 
1 1 99 Diet Pills Trimspa 2 
1 1 100 Skin Care StriVectin 2 
1 1 101 Automobile Jeep 2 
1 1 102 Makeup CoverGirl 2 
2 1 1 Skin Care Estee Lauder 3 
2 1 2 Clothes Dolce & Gabana 3 
2 1 3 Clothes Prada 3 
2 1 4 Clothes Missoni 3 
2 1 5 Clothes/Handbag Gucci 3 
2 1 6 Handbag Louis Vuitton 3 
2 1 7 Clothes DKNY 2 
2 1 8 Clothes Anne Klein 3 
2 1 9 Skin Care Clinique 1 
2 1 10 Clothes Max Mara 3 
2 1 11 Sportswear Nike 2 
2 1 12 Jewelry DeBeers 2 
2 1 13 Jewelry Tiffany 1 
2 1 14 Automobile Toyota 2 
2 1 15 Skin Care Olay 1 
2 1 16 Jewelry Tacori 1 
2 1 17 Clothes Moschino 2 
2 1 18 Clothes/Handbag Versace 3 
2 1 19 Clothes Piazza Sempione 2 
2 1 20 Clothes Etro 3 
2 1 21 Fragrance Vera Wang 5 
2 1 22 Clothes Luca Luca 2 
2 1 23 Clothes Escada 2 
2 1 24 Eyewear Chanel 2 
2 1 25 Fragrance Jennifer Lopez Still 3 
2 1 26 Catalog Spiegel 3 
2 1 27 Skin Care Clarins 2 
2 1 28 Clothes/Shoes/Handbag Fendi 3 
2 1 29 Clothes/Handbag Chloe 3 
2 1 30 Clothes Custo 3 
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2 1 32 Fragrance Cacharel Amor Amor 5 
2 1 33 Clothes Geiger 3 
2 1 34 Clothes bebe 3 
2 1 35 Clothes/Shoes/Handbag Emporio Armani 2 
2 1 36 Jewelry Verragio 1 
2 1 37 Jewelry Damiani 1 
2 1 38 Cigarettes Camel 4 
2 1 39 Nail Polish OPI 2 
2 1 40 Handbag Guess 3 
2 1 41 Lotion Vaseline Intensive Care 2 
2 1 42 Hair Care Bed Head 3 
2 1 43 Shampoo Pantene 2 
2 1 44 Fragrance Stila 3 
2 1 45 Skin Care StriVectin SD 2 
2 1 46 Static Control Static Guard 2 
2 1 47 Toothpaste Rembrandt 2 
2 1 48 Clothes/Handbag Roberto Cavalli 2 
2 1 49 Fragrance Lancome 5 
2 1 50 Jewelry Dior 5 
2 1 51 Clothes Jilsander 3 
3 1 1 Automobile Chevrolet 1 
3 1 2 Fragrance Estee Lauder 2 
3 1 3 Clothes Gap 2 
3 1 4 Skin Care L'Oreal 2 
3 1 5 Clothes City DKNY 2 
3 1 6 Makeup Cover Girl 2 
3 1 7 Hair Care Garnier Fructis 3 
3 1 8 Skin Care Olay 1 
3 1 9 Diet Drinks Snapple a Day 1 
3 1 10 Makeup Neutrogena 1 
3 1 11 Hair Color Garnier 2 
3 1 12 Makeup Sephora 2 
3 1 13 Makeup Maybelline 3 
3 1 14 Department Store Target 1 
3 1 15 Makeup Maybelline 3 
3 1 16 Makeup Clinique 1 
3 1 17 Skin Care Aveeno 2 
3 1 18 Underwear Jockey 2 
3 1 19 Shoes Tommy Hilfiger 1 
3 1 20 Hair Color L'Oreal 3 
3 1 21 Skin Care Nivea 3 
3 1 22 Makeup Max Factor 2 
3 1 23 Body Wash Calgon 3 
3 1 24 Fragrance Lancome 5 
3 1 25 Chocolate Crunch 2 
3 1 26 Hair Care Matrix 3 
3 1 27 Automobile Mazda 1 
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3 1 29 Department Store JC Penney 3 
3 1 30 Hair Care Herbal Essences 3 
3 1 31 Makeup Neutrogena 2 
3 1 32 Hair Color/Promotion Nice N Easy 2 
3 1 33 Skin Care Noxzema 2 
3 1 34 Fragrance Calvin Klein Eternity 5 
3 1 35 Makeup Shiseido 3 
3 1 36 Lotion St. Ives 5 
3 1 37 Clothes Ideology 2 
3 1 38 Makeup Clinique 2 
3 1 39 Skin Care Elizabeth Arden 3 
3 1 40 Underwear Fruit of the Loom 3 
3 1 41 Birth Control Ortho Tri-Cyclen Lo 2 
3 1 42 Sportswear Danskin 2 
3 1 43 
Social Anxiety 
Prescription Zoloft 1 
3 1 44 Feminine Products Kotex 1 
3 1 45 Hair Care Zero Frizz 2 
3 1 46 Clothes Hard Tail 5 
3 1 47 Liquor Grey Goose 1 
3 1 48 Birth Control Ortho Evra 3 
3 1 49 Cigarettes Salem 2 
3 1 50 Hair Care Paul Mitchell 2 
3 1 51 Candy Starburst 4 
3 1 52 Shoes Payless 2 
3 1 53 Shoes Payless 2 
3 1 54 Deodorant Secret 3 
3 1 55 Feminine Products Tampax 1 
3 1 56 Frozen Dinner Lean Cuisine 1 
3 1 57 Automobile Toyota 2 
3 1 58 Nutrition Bars Glow 2 
3 1 59 Clothes Michael Stars 3 
3 1 60 Hair Care Citre Shine 2 
3 1 70 Makeup Physician's Formula 2 
3 1 71 Catalog Newport News 3 
3 1 72 Breakfast Bars Quaker Fruit & Oatmeal 2 
3 1 73 Soap Caress 2 
3 1 74 Breath Mints Altoids 2 
3 1 75 Toothbrush Crest 1 
3 1 76 Shampoo Pantene 3 
3 1 77 Cigarettes Kool 1 
3 1 78 Clothes Banana Republic 2 
3 1 79 Hair Care Dove 1 
3 1 80 Contacts Fresh Look 3 
4 1 1 Skin Care Estee Lauder 3 
4 1 2 Underwear Gap 2 
4 1 3 Sportswear Nike 2 
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4 1 5 Makeup Max Factor 2 
4 1 6 Fragrance Ralph Lauren Blue 3 
4 1 7 Skin Care Clinique 1 
4 1 8 Jewelry DeBeers 5 
4 1 9 Skin Care Olay 2 
4 1 10 Hair Care Garnier Fructis 2 
4 1 11 Nail Polish/Makeup OPI 1 
4 1 12 Makeup Neutrogena 3 
4 1 13 Skin Care Origins 1 
4 1 14 Makeup Chanel 1 
4 1 15 Lotion Johnson's Softlotion 2 
4 1 16 Makeup/Promotion Maybelline 3 
4 1 17 Makeup Maybelline 3 
4 1 18 Cigarettes Camel 4 
4 1 19 Body Wash Aveeno 2 
4 1 20 Fragrance Cacharel Amor Amor 5 
4 1 21 Jewelry Verragio 1 
4 1 22 Hair Care Trade Secrets 3 
4 1 23 Birth Control Ortho Evra 2 
4 1 24 Diet Pills Metabolife 2 
4 1 25 Skin Care Dove 2 
4 1 26 Careers 
Institute of Children's 
Literature 2 
4 1 27 Jewelry Tacori 1 
4 1 28 Toothpaste Rembrandt 2 
4 1 29 TV Shows/DVD Sex & the City 3 
4 1 30 Exercise tapes Winsor Pilates 2 
4 1 31 Nutrition Bars AdvantEdge 2 
4 1 32 Catalog Pabo 5 
4 1 33 Hair Care Nioxin 3 
4 1 34 Liquor Cointreau 2 
4 1 35 Chocolate Hershey 1 
4 1 36 Nutrition Bars Power Bar 2 
4 1 37 Tooth Whitening Crest Whitestrips 2 
4 1 38 Shampoo Pantene 3 
4 1 39 Shampoo Pantene 2 
4 1 40 Charity 
Sears/Samsung/Boomer 
Esiason 2 
4 1 41 Lotion Vaseline Intensive Care 2 
4 1 42 Diet Drinks Snapple a Day 1 
4 1 43 Automobiles Toyota 2 
4 1 44 Sportswear Avia 2 
4 1 45 Skin Care StriVectin SD 2 
1 2 1 Makeup Estee Lauder 3 
1 2 2 Clothes Gap 3 
1 2 3 Electronics Sony 2 
1 2 4 Skin Care Clinique 1 
1 2 5 Fragrance Ralph Lauren Ralph for Her 3 
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1 2 7 Makeup Lancome 2 
1 2 8 Mobile Phones Seimens 1 
1 2 9 Makeup L'Oreal 2 
1 2 10 Automobile Volkswagon 1 
1 2 11 Clothes Freesoul 2 
1 2 12 Fragrance Chanel Coco 3 
1 2 13 Clothes Oasis 3 
1 2 14 Shampoo Pantene 2 
1 2 15 Clothes H&M 4 
1 2 16 Fragrance Eternity 1 
1 2 17 Clothes Mango 3 
1 2 18 Makeup L'Oreal 2 
1 2 19 Hair Color L'Oreal 3 
1 2 20 Makeup Maybelline 3 
1 2 21 Makeup Max Factor 2 
1 2 22 Shampoo Head & Shoulders 2 
1 2 23 Supermarket Sainsbury's 1 
1 2 24 Hair Color L'Oreal 3 
1 2 25 Makeup OPI 1 
1 2 27 Skin Care Garnier 2 
1 2 28 TV Shows/DVD Friends 4 
1 2 29 Skin Care ROC 1 
1 2 30 Butter Country Life 1 
1 2 31 Automobile Mazda 1 
1 2 32 Clothes FCUK 2 
1 2 33 Clothes FCUK 5 
1 2 34 Home Pregnancy Test Clear Blue 1 
1 2 35 Makeup Chanel 3 
1 2 36 Cereal Nestle Fitnesse 2 
1 2 37 Skin Care Dove 1 
1 2 38 Skin Care Dove 1 
1 2 39 Clothes Harrods 3 
1 2 40 Makeup Estee Lauder 1 
1 2 41 Board Games Scrabble 3 
1 2 42 Mobile Phones Motorola 2 
1 2 43 Movie/VHS/DVD Le Divorce 3 
1 2 44 Chocolate/Promotion Mars Inc. 2 
1 2 45 Fragrance Impulse Goddess 3 
1 2 46 Automobile Fiat 1 
1 2 47 Coffee Nescafe 1 
1 2 48 Camera film Fujifilm 3 
1 2 49 Supermarket Tesco 1 
1 2 50 Liquor Baileys 1 
1 2 51 Automobile Toyota 2 
1 2 52 Hair Care Andrew Collinge 3 
1 2 53 Skin Care Neutrogena 2 
1 2 54 Automobile Ford 1 
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1 2 56 Fabric Softener Comfort Fast Dry 2 
1 2 57 Websites iVillage 1 
1 2 58 TV Shows/DVD Angel 3 
1 2 59 Apples Pink Lady 4 
1 2 60 Deodorant Sure 2 
1 2 61 Clothes Morgan de toi 4 
1 2 62 Shoes Sketchers 3 
1 2 63 Clothes Harrods 2 
1 2 64 Hair Care Pantene 2 
1 2 65 Skin Care Dove 1 
1 2 66 Skin Care Dior 2 
1 2 67 Baby Oil Johnson's 2 
1 2 68 Nail Polish Rimmel 2 
1 2 69 Hair Care Schwarzkopf 3 
1 2 70 Lotion Garnier 3 
1 2 71 Hair Care VO5 3 
1 2 72 Makeup Bourjois 3 
1 2 73 Lotion E45 2 
1 2 74 Hair Care Bed Head 3 
1 2 75 Shampoo Selsen Blue 5 
1 2 76 Feminine Products Always 1 
1 2 77 Mobile Network Seemee 4 
1 2 78 Multi Vitamins Multibionta 2 
1 2 79 Candy Nestle 1 
1 2 80 Water Lucozade Sport HydroActive 1 
1 2 81 Tax Credit Inland Revenue 2 
1 2 82 Spa Sandals 5 
1 2 83 Furniture Ikea 2 
1 2 84 Breast Enlargement Harley Medical Group 2 
1 2 85 Careers Virgin Atlantic 2 
1 2 86 Careers Police 2 
1 2 87 Careers Easy Jet 1 
1 2 88 Cosmetic Surgery Harley Medical Group 2 
1 2 89 Cosmetic Surgery The Pountney Clinic 2 
1 2 90 Nail Polish Sally Hansen 2 
1 2 91 Fragrance Givenchy Liv Tyler 3 
1 2 92 Lingerie Dorothy Perkins 3 
1 2 93 Magazine Zest 3 
1 2 94 Telepathy Psychic Zone 2 
2 2 1 Handbag Louis Vuitton 3 
2 2 2 Skin Care Estee Lauder 3 
2 2 3 Clothes/Handbag Dior 3 
2 2 4 Jewelry Tiffany 1 
2 2 5 Makeup Clinique 1 
2 2 6 Skin Care Olay 1 
2 2 7 Clothes/Handbag Gucci 3 
2 2 8 Clothes Armani 3 
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2 2 10 Clothes Hugo Boss 3 
2 2 11 Clothes Dolce & Gabana 3 
2 2 12 Clothes/Handbag Chloe 3 
2 2 13 Clothes Versace 3 
2 2 14 Clothes Dolce & Gabana 2 
2 2 15 Fragrance Ralph Lauren Romance 5 
2 2 16 Makeup L'Oreal 3 
2 2 18 Clothes Eres 3 
2 2 19 Clothes Fendi 3 
2 2 20 Clothes Moschino 2 
2 2 21 Lotion Neutrogena 1 
2 2 22 Liquor Bombay Sapphire 1 
2 2 23 Clothes Escada Sport 2 
2 2 24 Clothes Chanel 3 
2 2 25 Clothes Etro 3 
2 2 26 Jewelry Chanel 1 
2 2 27 Hair Color Garnier 2 
2 2 28 Jewelry Boodle & Dunthorne 2 
2 2 29 Clothes Day Birger & Mikkelsen 2 
2 2 30 Mobile Phones Seimens 1 
2 2 31 Camera Canon 2 
2 2 32 Deodorant Sure 2 
2 2 33 Clothes Mariella Burani 2 
2 2 34 Jewelry Georg Jensen 5 
2 2 35 Shampoo Pantene 2 
2 2 36 Clothes Malene Birger 2 
2 2 37 TV Show/TV Channel Nip/Tuck/Sky One 2 
2 2 38 Shampoo Head & Shoulders 2 
2 2 39 Camera Film Fujifilm 6 
2 2 40 Watch Zeitner 1 
2 2 41 Jewelry David Ashton 1 
2 2 42 Lotion Palmer's 3 
2 2 43 Makeup/Nail Polish Rimmel 2 
2 2 44 Makeup Estee Lauder 1 
2 2 45 Feminine Products Tampax 2 
2 2 46 Feminine Products Always 2 
2 2 47 Yogurt Drink Actimel 2 
2 2 48 Travel NewZealand.com 2 
2 2 49 Vitamins OsteoCare 2 
2 2 51 Camera Canon 3 
2 2 52 Fragrance CK Truth 3 
2 2 53 Hair Stylists Toni & Guy 2 
3 2 1 Makeup Lancome 2 
3 2 2 Handbag/Shoes Emporio Armani 2 
3 2 3 Clothes Dolce & Gabana 5 
3 2 4 Clothes Moschino 2 
3 2 5 Clothes Gap 3 
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3 2 7 Clothes Calvin Klein 5 
3 2 8 Clothes Max & Co 2 
3 2 9 Clothes Cavalli 3 
3 2 10 Clothes Burberry 2 
3 2 11 Clothes Miss Sixty 3 
3 2 12 Clothes Guess 5 
3 2 13 Skin Care Dior 2 
3 2 14 Clothes DKNY 3 
3 2 15 Makeup Clarins 2 
3 2 16 Skin Care Olay 1 
3 2 17 Fragrance Yves Saint Laurant 3 
3 2 18 Clothes Hugo Boss 5 
3 2 19 Clothes Earl Jean 3 
3 2 20 Makeup L'Oreal 2 
3 2 21 Clothes Fornarina 3 
3 2 22 Automobile Volkswagon 1 
3 2 23 Makeup Max Factor 2 
3 2 24 Fragrance Oscar de la Renta 3 
3 2 25 Clothes Pepe Jeans 3 
3 2 26 Skin Care L'Oreal 2 
3 2 27 Clothes Topshop 2 
3 2 28 Clothes Killah 3 
3 2 29 Hair Care L'Oreal 2 
3 2 30 Fragrance Jennifer Lopez Still 3 
3 2 31 Clothes Custo 3 
3 2 32 Hair Color L'Oreal 3 
3 2 33 Clothes FCUK 2 
3 2 34 Clothes FCUK 5 
3 2 35 Makeup Maybelline 3 
3 2 36 Clothes Mango 3 
3 2 37 Fragrance Impulse Goddess 2 
3 2 38 Clothes Oasis 2 
3 2 39 Automobile Fiat 1 
3 2 40 Mobile Phone Samsung 3 
3 2 41 Body Wash Dove 1 
3 2 42 Body Wash Dove 1 
3 2 43 Shampoo Head & Shoulders 2 
3 2 44 Clothes United Colors of Benetton 3 
3 2 45 Camera film Fujifilm 3 
3 2 46 Automobile Toyota 2 
3 2 47 Mobile Phone Motorola 2 
3 2 48 Clothes Monsoon 3 
3 2 49 Clothes Monsoon 3 
3 2 50 Hair Care Garnier Fructis 3 
3 2 52 Skin Care Biotherm 1 
3 2 53 Automobile Ford 1 
3 2 54 Clothes G-Star 3 
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3 2 56 Cereal Nestle Fitnesse 2 
3 2 57 Hair Care Schwarzkopf 3 
3 2 58 Clothes Boxfresh 2 
3 2 59 Clothes Dorothy Perkins 3 
3 2 60 Deodorant Sure 2 
3 2 61 Clothes H&M 4 
3 2 62 Clothes Russell & Bromley 3 
3 2 63 Shampoo Pantene 2 
3 2 64 Makeup Bourjois 3 
3 2 65 Shoes Sketchers 3 
3 2 66 Clothes Diesel 6 
3 2 67 Clothes Diesel 2 
3 2 68 Clothes Morgan de toi 4 
3 2 69 Nail Polish Rimmel 2 
3 2 70 Soap Dove 1 
3 2 71 China Wedgewood 1 
3 2 72 Home Décor Ikea 2 
3 2 73 Clothes Sonneti 3 
3 2 74 Hair Care L'Oreal 3 
3 2 75 Shampoo Pantene 2 
3 2 76 Eyewear Dolland & Aitchison 6 
3 2 77 Eyewear Dolland & Aitchison 2 
3 2 78 Clothes Gas 2 
3 2 79 Jewelry Links 1 
3 2 80 Chocolate Nestle 1 
3 2 81 Wine Lambrini 2 
3 2 82 Wine/Promotion Lambrini 2 
3 2 83 Clothes Freesoul 2 
3 2 84 Lotion E45 2 
3 2 85 Water Lucozade Hydroactive 1 
3 2 86 Yogurt Drink Actimel 2 
3 2 87 Home Décor brabantia 1 
3 2 88 Fabric Softener Comfort Fast Dry 2 
3 2 89 Travel First Choice 2 
3 2 90 Nail Polish Clarins 1 
3 2 91 Travel Virgin Atlantic 2 
3 2 92 Cosmetic Surgery Harley Medical Group 2 
3 2 93 Cosmetic Surgery Transform 2 
3 2 94 Cosmetic Surgery SurgiCare 2 
3 2 95 Coffee NesCafe 1 
3 2 96 Fragrance Givency Liv Tyler 3 
3 2 97 Liquor/Promotion Barcardi 1 
4 2 1 Skin Care Estee Lauder 3 
4 2 2 Clothes Strenesse 3 
4 2 3 Clothes Dolce & Gabana 3 
4 2 4 Clothes Marina Rinaldi 3 
4 2 5 Skin Care Clinique 1 
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Sexual 
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4 2 7 Clothes Dolce & Gabana Junior 2 
4 2 8 Fragrance Emporio Armani Night 5 
4 2 9 Clothes Full Circle 3 
4 2 10 Jewelry Chanel 1 
4 2 11 Makeup Estee Lauder 1 
4 2 12 Makeup Chanel 2 
4 2 13 Liquor Bombay Sapphire 1 
4 2 14 Skin Care ROC 1 
4 2 15 Electronics Sony 1 
4 2 17 Makeup L'Oreal 2 
4 2 18 Makeup Max Factor/ Love Actually 2 
4 2 19 Clothes Caractere 2 
4 2 20 Makeup Revlon 2 
4 2 21 Lotion Neutrogena 1 
4 2 22 Supermarket Waitrose 2 
4 2 23 Cereal Nestle Fitnesse 2 
4 2 24 Makeup Maybelline 2 
4 2 25 Cereal Alpen 2 
4 2 26 Jewelry Georg Jensen 5 
4 2 27 Tax Credit Inland Revenue 2 
4 2 28 Electronics Sony 2 
4 2 29 Glassware Wedgewood 1 
4 2 30 Mobile Phone Samsung 3 
4 2 31 Website iVillage.co.uk 1 
4 2 32 Makeup Rimmel 3 
4 2 33 Liquor Baileys 1 
4 2 34 Shampoo Aussie 1 
4 2 35 Camera Film Fujifilm 6 
4 2 36 TV Show CSI 2 
4 2 37 Movie Girl with a Pearl Earring 5 
4 2 38 Shampoo Pantene 2 
4 2 39 Hair Care Pantene 1 
4 2 40 Automobile Renault 2 
4 2 41 Child Care Sure Start 2 
4 2 42 Nutritional Supplement solgar 3 
4 2 43 Electronics Samsung 1 
4 2 44 Deodorant Sure 2 
4 2 45 Water Filters Brita 2 
4 2 46 Skin Care Nivea 2 
4 2 47 Shampoo Pantene 2 
4 2 48 Shampoo Head & Shoulders 2 
4 2 49 Birth Control Levonelle 1 
4 2 50 Feminine Products Alldays 2 
4 2 51 Appliances bodum 2 
4 2 52 Coffee NesCafe 1 
4 2 53 Credit Cards Mastercard 2 
4 2 54 Supermarket Tesco 1 
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4 2 56 Spa Center Parcs 3 
4 2 57 Spa Sandals 5 
4 2 58 Careers Police 2 
4 2 59 Careers London Fire Brigade 2 
4 2 60 Breast Enlargement Erdic 3 
4 2 61 Cosmetic Surgery Harley Medical Group 2 
4 2 62 Cosmetic Surgery Harley Medical Group 2 
4 2 63 Tooth Whitening Beverly Hills Formula 1 
4 2 64 Orthodontics Dentics 3 
4 2 65 Body Wash Nivea 3 
4 2 66 Clothes Max Mara 3 
4 2 67 Watches Zeitner 1 
4 2 68 Magazine In Style 3 
4 2 69 Magazine Wedding 3 
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Tables 
 
Table 4.1 
 
Median Age of Readers
4
 
 
Magazine US edition UK edition 
Cosmopolitan 31.4 28 
Elle 34.3 30 
Glamour 33.6 24 
Marie Claire 30.4 33 
 
                                                 
4 Sources: Pocketpiece Research Results. (2004). Retrieved February 2, 2005, from Mediamark 
Research, Inc. Website: http://www.mriplus.com/cgi-bin/WebObjects/mriplus.woa/10/wo/ 
hItsvQod6I1qGRvPxCqoUM/5.0.3.1.1.1 
National Readership Survey Data. (2003). Retrieved February 2, 2005, from the IPC Advertising 
Website: http://www.ipcadvertising.com/abc_nrs/abc_nrs_results.php?nrs%5BWMONG%5D=1 
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Table 4.2 
 
Average Magazine Circulation Figures
5
 
 
Magazine US edition UK edition 
Cosmopolitan 2,889,043 462,157 
Elle 1,022,487 200,912 
Glamour 2,286,429 576,832 
Marie Claire 913,385 376,476 
 
                                                 
5
 Sources: Average Circulation for Top 100 ABC Magazines. (2003). Retrieved on January 27, 
2005, from Magazine Publishers of America Website: 
http://www.magazine.org/Circulation/circulation_trends_and_magazine_handbook/6210.cfm 
Gardener, R. (2003, August 22). Glamour stays on top of women’s monthlies. Campaign, p. 12. 
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Table 4.3 
 
2005 Full-page 4-color Advertisement Rates
6
 
 
Magazine US edition UK edition 
Cosmopolitan $175,900 $49,235 
Elle $91,605 $37,135 
Glamour $135,535 $34,677 
Marie Claire $92,465 $33,743 
 
                                                 
6 Sources: UK rates for Cosmopolitan, Glamour, and Marie Claire were converted from Great 
Britain pounds to United States dollars on Feb. 19, 2005, at www.x-rates.com/calculator.html.  
US Cosmopolitan Media Kit. (2005). Retrieved February 2, 2005, from www.cosmomediakit.com 
UK Cosmopolitan Media Pack. (2005). Retrieved February 2, 2005, from The National Magazine 
Company Website: http://www.natmags.co.uk/magazines/magazine.asp?id=2  
US Elle Media Kit. (2005). Retrieved February 2, 2005, from HFM U.S. Website: 
http://www.hfmus.com/HachetteUSA/page.asp?site=elle;  
UK Elle rate received via email correspondence with Alli Napier, Elle Magazine representative, 
on March 2, 2005. 
US Glamour Media Kit. (2005). Retrieved February 2, 2005, from the Conde Nast Website: 
condenastmediakit.com/gla/ 
UK Glamour Media Pack. (2005). Received via email correspondence with Kate Tindal-
Robertson on February 3, 2005. 
US Marie Claire Media Kit. (2005). Retrieved February 2, 2005, from: www.marieclairemk.com 
UK Marie Claire Media Pack. (2005). Retrieved February 2, 2005, from IPC Advertising Website: 
http://www.ipcadvertising.com/mediainfo/marieclaire.pdf 
 
Deleted: UK rates for Cosmopolitan, 
Glamour, and Marie Claire were 
converted from Great Britain Pounds to 
United States Dollars on Feb. 19, 2005, at 
www.x-rates.com/calculator.html. 
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Table 4.4 
 
Nudity Scale 
 
Coding Definition 
1 No people pictured in advertisement 
 
2 Loose or non-revealing clothing, or only a model’s face, hands or 
feet pictured  
 
3 Somewhat revealing clothing: mini-skirts, short shorts, tight-fitting 
tops or dresses, halter tops, etc. 
 
4 Revealing clothing: bathing suits, lingerie, or clothing that 
displays midriff, cleavage (for females), or chest (for males) 
 
5 Partial nudity: bare behind or only a portion of a strategically 
posed nude body is pictured 
 
6 Nudity: strategically posed or exposed nude body, exposed breasts 
and nipples (female), or exposed male or female genitalia 
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Table 4.5  
 
Sexual Behavior Scale 
 
Coding Definition 
1 No people pictured in advertisement 
 
2 No sexual behavior between models and no sexually suggestive 
behavior implied by model or implied between models 
 
3 Flirtatious looks at camera or at other model(s): “bedroom eyes,” 
open postures, seductive looks over the shoulder, inviting smiles, 
etc. 
 
4 Simple touching: holding hands, playful wrestling, etc. 
 
5 Intimate touching: kissing, embracing, etc. 
 
6 Actual or implied depictions of intimate sexual acts or intercourse 
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Table 5.1  
 
ANOVA for Results of Coding in Content Analysis for Nudity 
 
Groups Number of Ads Mean Variance F P-value 
US advertisements 268 2.35 1.06 
UK advertisements 308 2.53 1.72 
2.99 0.085 
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Table 5.2 
 
ANOVA for Results of Coding in Content Analysis for Sexual Behavior  
 
Groups Number of Ads Mean Variance F P-value 
US advertisements 268 2.29 0.995 
UK advertisements 308 2.33 1.21 
0.171 0.679 
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Figures 
 
 
Figure 2.1. In the 1870s, the label of B. H. Watson’s Gentlemen’s Delight 
tobacco featured the sultry image of a woman undressing. (Image from Reichert, 
2003a). 
85 
 
Figure 2.2. This 1898 advertisement for Duke Cigarettes daringly revealed the 
woman’s legs and ankles. (Image from Domowicz, 2000). 
86 
 
Figure 2.3. This 1911 Woodbury’s Facial Soap advertisement combined an 
emotional and sexual appeal with informational copy. (Image from Sivulka, 
2003). 
87 
 
Figure 2.4. This Woodbury’s Facial Soap advertisement, which featured a nude 
model, ran in Good Housekeeping and Ladies Home Journal during the mid-
1930s. (Image from Sivulka, 2003). 
88 
 
Figure 2.5. Springs Mills advertisements, which ran in the 1940s and 1950s, 
attracted a reader’s attention with their enticing illustrations and their clever 
headlines. (Image from Reichert, 2003a). 
89 
 
Figure 2.6. This 1987 advertisement for Revlon’s Charlie fragrance portrayed a 
businesswoman initiating intimate contact with a businessman. (Image from 
Domowicz, 2000). 
90 
 
Figure 2.7. This 1989 advertisement for Calvin Klein’s Obsession fragrance 
depicted a man and a woman in an intimate sexual act. (Image from Domowicz, 
2000).
91 
 
Figure 2.8. This 1999 Jockey advertisement exploited the male body. (Image 
from Domowicz, 2000). 
92 
 
Figure 2.9. This Bud Light advertisement targeted the male homosexual market 
and ran in gay media in 1999. (Image from Hicks, 2003). 
93 
 
 
Figure 5.1. Heather Locklear’s reputation as a sexual icon adds to the erotic 
appeal of this L’Oreal advertisement.
94 
 
Figure 5.2. The tagline of this advertisement is interpreted as “How to get the 
Just-Had-Sex Look” when it is combined with the disheveled appearance of the 
model. 
95 
 
Figure 5.3. The headline, “Dare to Streak” and the tagline, “The Highlights of a 
Totally Organic Experience” give references to promiscuous behavior.
96 
 
Figure 5.4. In this Thermo-Infusion diet pill advertisement, the positioning of the 
models combine with the headline to give the reader the impression that the 
couple has just had sex. 
97 
 
Figure 5.5. The lipstick on the glass and the tie, watch, and cuff links on the table 
hint at the idea that the couple is partaking in sexual behavior. 
98 
 
Figure 5.6. The woman is sending the mechanic a very conspicuous sexual 
message by spelling out the words “Service Me” on the Scrabble board.
99 
 
Figure 5.7. The young women who subscribe to this magazine understand that “A 
Rabbit” refers to a vibrator and that this double entendre is making an unsubtle 
reference to masturbation. 
100 
 
Figure 5.8. The implied sexual behavior taking place behind the dressing room 
doors gives a strong sexual connotation to the headline, “Whatever POPS your 
shutter.” 
101 
 
Figure 5.9. The headline, combined with the image of the cocktail shrimp, creates 
a blatant reference to poor male sexual performance. 
 
102 
 
Figure 5.10. The flower and cacti symbolize female and male genitalia 
(respectively), and the large leaf and the tree symbolize human bodies. On a 
symbolic level, the models in the advertisement are performing sexual acts.
103 
 
Figure 5.11. The telephone in this advertisement acts as a phallic symbol, and the 
naked model appears to be performing oral sex on a subconscious level.
104 
 
 
Figure 5.12. The sword appears as a phallic symbol on the left-hand page of this 
two-page spread. The sexual connotation of the sword is carried into the right-
hand page of this ad, and on a symbolic level, the man appears to be sexually 
threatening the woman. 
105 
 
Figure 6.1. This model’s entire body is shown completely nude but strategically 
posed. 
106 
 
Figure 6.2. The model’s breasts and nipples are visible through her shirt. 
107 
 
Figure 6.3. The couple in this advertisement appear to be having intercourse. 
108 
 
Figure 6.4. This ad displays a woman’s midriff and hip while strategically placing 
the product over the lower pelvic area.
109 
 
Figure 6.5. This topless woman is barely covering her breasts. 
